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About NTS Press

National Technology & Science Press or NTS Press
is sponsored by engineers for engineering, science and
mathematics students dedicated to the publication of scholarly
material of lasting value. Our products are for educators who
desire a high degree of integration among classroom text,
hardware and software to permit hands-on, visual learning. Our
success will be judged by the influence our publications have
in inspiring you and others to pursue careers in engineering,
science, and mathematics.
We believe the learning process is most rewarding if you
build up an intuitive understanding of concepts by pausing to
tinker, explore and reflect. Thus, our publishing philosophy
follows the belief that learning takes place when you are actively
involved and we attempt to encourage this process in several
ways. We build our textbooks with a plethora of worked-out
examples, with reinforcing and advanced problems, and with
interactive computer visuals. We address the computational
aspects of problem solving by integrating computer-based
learning tools into these presentations to enhance the discussion
and analysis of engineering and science applications. In
several cases our educational materials are developed with
hardware experimentation platforms in mind, such as Universal
Serial Bus (USB) devices for acquiring, generating and

analyzing information. Owning your own portable laboratory
equipment permits you to perform experimentation and take
measurements anywhere and at anytime, thereby reinforcing
your understanding of theoretical concepts. Having a little fun
is okay too.
Clearly, rising textbook costs have an enormous effect on
the way you view educational material. And there is little
doubt that the Internet has been the most influential agent
of change in education in recent time. The prevalence of
search engine technology combined with a variety of opensource, open-content, and Wiki sites designed to deliver content
has created a proliferation of freely available information
and has circulated it more widely. Authored, edited, printed
material is being overtaken by community libraries of digitized
content from which new content is constructed, remixed,
reordered and reassembled, often absent of continuity, flow,
and accountability. This free content seems to address concerns
about rising textbook prices, but it still has a cost. By contrast we
try carefully to design products that come together in one piece
with the author’s judgment, passion, and imagination intact.
These books are available with a reasonable price, and may be
counted on as “reputable islands of knowledge in the vast ocean
of unscrutinized information.” www.ntspress.com
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Preface

As the foundational course in the majority of electrical and
computer engineering curricula, an Electric Circuits course
should serve three vital objectives:
(1) It should introduce the fundamental principles of circuit
analysis and equip the student with the skills necessary to
analyze any planar, linear circuit, including those driven by
dc or ac sources, or by more complicated waveforms such as
pulses and exponentials.
(2) It should guide the student into the seemingly magical
world of domain transformations—such as the Laplace and
Fourier transforms, not only as circuit analysis tools, but also
as mathematical languages that are “spoken” by many fields of
science and engineering.
(3) It should expand the student’s technical horizon by
introducing him/her to some of the many allied fields of science
and technology.
This book aims to accomplish exactly those objectives.
Among its distinctive features are:

Application Notes Most chapters include a section focused
on how certain devices or circuits might be used in
practical applications. Examples include power supplies,
CMOS inverters in computer processors, signal modulators,
and several others.

Technology Briefs The book contains 32 Technology Briefs,
each providing an overview of a topic that every electrical
and computer engineering professional should become familiar
with. Electronic displays, data storage media, sensors and actuators, supercapacitors, and 3-D imaging are typical of the topics
shared with the reader. The Briefs are presented at a technical
level intended to introduce the student to how the concepts
in the chapter are applied in real-world applications and to
interest the reader in pursuing the subject further on his/her own.
Technology Briefs cover applications in circuits, medicine, the
physical world, optics, signals and systems, and more.

myDAQ: The myDAQ provides an opportunity for students
to actually build and measure the circuits they have
evaluated analytically and simulated using Multisim. This
convenient, portable measurement tool turns a PC into a
basic electrical engineering lab with a DVM, analog and
digital power supplies, function generator, oscilloscope, Bode
plot analyzer, and diode analyzer. A written myDAQ tutorial
is available in Appendix F and online video tutorials are
available at http://www.ni.com/mydaq. The book contains 53
integrative end-of-chapter problems, each intended to be solved
analytically, by Multisim using software simulation, and by

Multisim SPICE circuit simulators have been part of teaching
and learning how circuits respond to electrical stimuli for at
least the past two decades. Multisim, a relatively recent SPICEbased software simulator, has the distinct advantage over its
predecessors that it offers a friendlier computer-use interface,
thereby making it easier to use and manipulate. In addition to
introducing its functionality through examples throughout the
book, Multisim is highlighted through 43 modules contained
on the book’s website http://c3.eecs.umich.edu/. The student is
strongly encouraged to take advantage of this rich resource.
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xvi

PREFACE

constructing the circuit and measuring its currents and voltages
using myDAQ. The three-way complementary approach is an
exceedingly valuable learning experience.

(2) 43 Multisim Modules (see Appendix C for details).

Book Website The book’s website http://c3.eecs.umich.edu/
contains:

(4) MathScript software, which can perform matrix inversion
and many other calculations, much like The MathWorks,
Inc. MATLAB software.

(1) Solutions to all of the Exercises contained in the book.

(3) Download instructions for NI Multisim and LabVIEW
Student Edition software.
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Circuit Terminology
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Objectives
Learn to:


Differentiate between active and passive devices;
analysis and synthesis; device, circuit, and system;
and dc and ac.



Point to important milestones in the history of
electrical and computer engineering.



Relate electric charge to current; voltage to
energy; power to current and voltage; and apply
the passive sign convention.



Describe the properties of dependent and
independent sources.



Describe the operation of SPST and SPDT
switches.

The iPhone is a perfect example of an integrated electronic
architecture composed of a large number of interconnected
circuits. Learning a new language starts with the alphabet.
This chapter introduces the terms and conventions used in the
language of electronics.
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2

CHAPTER 1

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

Overview
Electrical engineering is an exciting field through which we
interface with the world using electrical signals. In this chapter
you will learn about the basis of electrical engineering—voltage
and current—where they come from, what they mean, and how
to measure them. The chapter provides you the nomenclature
and symbols to draw and represent electric circuits.You will also
learn your first circuit analysis tool, Ohm’s law, which describes
the relationship between voltage, current, and resistance. In
the first section of this chapter, enjoy electrical engineering’s
innovative past, and in the micro-nano Technology Brief,
imagine the things you could do with it in the future. As
you explore this chapter and start to pick up the tools you
need in your engineering career, imagine an application that
particularly interests you, and how these concepts and ideas
apply to that application.

Figure 1-1: Cell phone.

Cell-Phone Circuit Architecture
Electronic circuits are contained in just about every gadget we
use in daily living. In fact, electronic sensors, computers, and
displays are at the operational heart of most major industries,
from agricultural production and transportation to healthcare
and entertainment. The ubiquitous cell phone (Fig. 1-1), which
has become practically indispensable, is a perfect example of
an integrated electronic architecture made up of a large number
of interconnected circuits. It includes a two-way antenna (for
transmission and reception), a diplexer (which facilitates the
simultaneous transmission and reception through the antenna),
a microprocessor for computing and control, and circuits with
many other types of functions (Fig. 1-2). Factors such as
compatibility among the various circuits and proper electrical
connections between them are critically important to the overall
operation and integrity of the cell phone.
Usually, we approach electronic analysis and design through
a hierarchical arrangement where we refer to the overall entity
as a system, its subsystems as circuits, and the individual
circuit elements as devices or components. Thus, we may
regard the cell phone as a system (which is part of a much
larger communication system); its audio-frequency amplifier,
for example, as a circuit, and the resistors, integrated circuits
(ICs), and other constituents of the amplifier as devices. In
actuality, an IC is a fairly complex circuit in its own right,
but its input/output functionality is such that usually it can be
represented by a relatively simple equivalent circuit, thereby
allowing us to treat it like a device. Generally, we refer to
devices that do not require an external power source in order to
operate as passive devices; these include resistors, capacitors,

and inductors. In contrast, an active device (such as a transistor
or an IC) cannot function without a power source.
This book is about electric circuits. A student once asked:
“What is the difference between an electric circuit and an
electronic circuit? Are they the same or different?” Strictly
speaking, both refer to the flow of electric charge carried
by electrons, but historically, the term “electric” preceded
“electronic,” and over time the two terms have come to signify
different things:
 An electric circuit is one composed of passive devices,
in addition to voltage and current sources, and possibly
some types of switches. In contrast, the term electronic
has become synonymous with transistors and other active
devices. 
The study of electric circuits usually precedes and sets the stage
for the study of electronic circuits, and even though a course on
electric circuits usually does not deal with the internal operation
of an active device, it does incorporate active devices in circuit
examples by representing them in terms of equivalent circuits.
An electric circuit, as defined by Webster’s English
Dictionary, is a “complete or partial path over which current
may flow.” The path may be confined to a physical structure
(such as a metal wire connecting two components), or it may
be an unbounded channel carrying electrons through it. An
example of the latter is when a lightning bolt strikes the
ground, creating an electric current between a highly charged
atmospheric cloud and the earth’s surface.
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Figure 1-2: Basic cell-phone block diagram. Each block consists of multiple circuits that together provide the required functionality.

Electrical engineering design is about how we use and control
voltages and currents to do the things we want to do. To interface
with the real world, sensors are the electrical tools that convert
real world inputs—like heat, sound, light, pressure, user inputs
like button presses or touch screen, motion, etc.—into voltages
and currents. We then manipulate these input voltages and
currents using various circuits. We may amplify them if they are
too small, switch them on or off, change their frequency (filter,
oscillate, modulate them), or convert them into a digital signal
a computer circuit can further analyze. In the end, we want to
have an output voltage or current we can use to interface back to
the real world—turn on a light, buzzer, alarm, motor/actuator,
or control a cell phone, car airplane, robot, medical device,
etc. Electrical engineers design both the input/output (I/O)
systems as well as the control and actuation circuits, and often
the software and algorithms as well. Electrical engineering is
about “what you can do to a voltage” and how to use it to do
something important in the real world.
The study of electric circuits consists of two complementary
tasks: analysis and synthesis (Fig. 1-3). Through analysis, we
develop an understanding of “how” a given circuit works. If
we think of a circuit as having an input—a stimulus—and an
output—a response, the tools we use in circuit analysis allow
us to mathematically relate the output response to the input
stimulus, enabling us to analytically and graphically “observe”
the behavior of the output as we vary the relevant parameters of
the input. An example might be a specific amplifier circuit,
in which case the objective of circuit analysis might be to
establish how the output voltage varies as a function of the
input voltage over the full operational range of the amplifier

parameters. By analyzing the operation of each circuit in a
system containing multiple circuits, we can characterize the
operation of the overall system.
As a process, synthesis is the reverse of analysis. In
engineering, we tend to use the term design as a synonym
for synthesis. The design process usually starts by defining
the operational specifications that a gadget or system should
meet, and then we work backwards (relative to the analysis
process) to develop circuits that will satisfy those specifications.
In analysis, we are dealing with a single circuit with a specific
set of operational characteristics. We may employ different
analysis tools and techniques, but the circuit is unique, and
so are its operational characteristics. That is not necessarily
the case for synthesis; the design process may lead to multiple

Analysis vs. Synthesis
Analysis
Circuit

Functionality

Synthesis
Circuit

Specs
(Design)

Figure 1-3: The functionality of a circuit is discerned by
applying the tools of circuit analysis. The reverse process,
namely the realization of a circuit whose functionality meets
a set of specifications, is called circuit synthesis or design.
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CHAPTER 1

circuit realizations—each one of which exhibits or satisfies the
desired specifications.
Given the complementary natures of analysis and synthesis,
it stands to reason that developing proficiency with the tools
of circuit analysis is a necessary prerequisite to becoming a
successful design engineer. This textbook is intended to provide
you with a solid foundation of the primary set of tools and
mathematical techniques commonly used to analyze both direct
current (dc) and alternating current (ac) circuits, as well as
circuits driven by pulses and other types of waveforms. A dc
circuit is one in which voltage and current sources are constant
as a function of time, whereas in ac circuits, sources vary
sinusoidally with time. Even though this is not a book on circuit
design, design problems occasionally are introduced into the
discussion as a way to illustrate how the analysis and synthesis
processes complement each other.
Concept Question 1-1: What are the differences between

a device, a circuit, and a system?

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

demonstrated in 1945, but computers did not become available
for business applications until the late 1960s and for personal
use until the introduction of Apple I in 1976. Over the past 20
years, not only have computer and communication technologies
expanded at a truly impressive rate (see Technology Brief 1),
but more importantly, it is the seamless integration of the two
technologies that has made so many business and personal
applications possible.
Generating a comprehensive chronology of the events and
discoveries that have led to today’s technologies is beyond the
scope of this book, but ignoring the subject altogether would
be a disservice to both the reader and the subject of electric
circuits. The abbreviated chronology presented on the next few
pages represents our compromise solution.

Chronology: Major Discoveries, Inventions, and
Developments in Electrical and Computer
Engineering
ca. 1100 BC Abacus: the earliest known calculating device.

Concept Question 1-2: What is the difference between

analysis and synthesis?

1-1 Historical Timeline
We live today in the age of electronics. No field of science or
technology has had as profound an influence in shaping the
operational infrastructure of modern society as has the field
of electronics. Our computers and communication systems are
at the nexus of every major industry. Even though no single
event marks the beginning of a discipline, electrical engineering
became a recognized profession sometime in the late 1800s (see
chronology). Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone
(1876); Thomas Edison perfected his incandescent light bulb
(1880) and built an electrical distribution system in a small
area in New York City; Heinrich Hertz generated radio waves
(1887); and Guglielmo Marconi demonstrated radio telegraphy
(1901). The next 50 years witnessed numerous developments,
including radio communication, TV broadcasting, and radar for
civilian and military applications—all supported by electronic
circuitry that relied entirely on vacuum tubes. The invention of
the transistor in 1947 and the development of the integrated
circuit (IC) shortly thereafter (1958) transformed the field of
electronics by setting it on an exponentially changing course
towards “smaller, faster, and cheaper.”
Computer engineering is a relatively young discipline.
The first all-electronic computer, the ENIAC, was built and

ca. 900 BC Magnetite: According to legend, a shepherd in northern Greece,
Magnus, experienced a pull on the iron nails in his sandals by the black
rock he was standing on. The rock later became known as magnetite [a
form of iron with permanent magnetism].
ca. 600 BC Static electricity: Greek philosopher Thales described how amber,
after being rubbed with cat fur, can pick up feathers.

1600

Electric: The term was coined by William Gilbert (English) after the
Greek word for amber (elektron). He observed that a compass needle
points north to south, indicating the Earth acts as a bar magnet.

1614

Logarithm: developed by John Napier (Scottish).

1642

First adding machine: built by Blaise Pascal (French) using multiple
dials.
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HISTORICAL TIMELINE

1733

Electric charge: Charles François du Fay (French) discovers that
charges are of two forms and that like charges repel and unlike charges
attract.

1745

Capacitor: Pieter van Musschenbroek (Dutch) invented the Leyden jar,
the first electrical capacitor.

1800

First electric battery: developed by Alessandro Volta (Italian).

1827

Ohm’s law: formulated by Georg Simon Ohm (German), relating electric
potential to current and resistance.

1827

Inductance: introduced by Joseph Henry (American), who built one
of the earliest electric motors. He also assisted Samuel Morse in the
development of the telegraph.

1837

Telegraph: concept patented by Samuel Morse (American), who used
a code of dots and dashes to represent letters and numbers.

5
1876

Telephone: invented by Alexander Graham Bell (Scottish-American):
the rotary dial became available in 1890, and by 1900, telephone systems
were installed in many communities.

1879

Incandescent light bulb: demonstrated byThomas Edison (American),
and in 1880, his power distribution system provided dc power to 59
customers in New York City.

1887

Radiowaves: Heinrich Hertz (German) built a system that could
generate electromagnetic waves (at radio frequencies) and detect them.

Courtesy of John Jenkins (sparkmuseum.com)

1843

1888

ac motor: invented by Nikola Tesla (Croatian-American).

1893

Magnetic sound recorder: invented by Valdemar Poulsen (Danish)
using steel wire as recording medium.

Computer algorithm: original concept and plan attributed to Ada Byron
Lovelace (British), the daughter of poet Lord Byron. The “Ada” software
language was developed in 1979 by the U.S. Department of Defense in
her honor.
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X-rays: discovered by Wilhelm Röntgen (German). One of his first
X-ray images was of the bones in his wife’s hands. [1901 Nobel prize
in physics.]

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

1917

Superheterodyne and frequency modulation (FM): invented by Edwin
Howard Armstrong (American), providing superior sound quality of
radio transmissions over AM radio.

1920

Commercial radio broadcasting: Westinghouse Corporation established radio station KDKA in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

1923

Television: invented by Vladimir Zworykin (Russian-American). In
1926, John Baird (Scottish) transmitted TV images over telephone wires
from London to Glasgow. Regular TV broadcasting began in Germany
(1935), England (1936), and the United States (1939).

1926

Transatlantic telephone service established between London and New
York.

1930

Analog computer: developed by Vannevar Bush (American) for solving
differential equations.

1935

Anti-glare glass: developed by Katharine Blodgett by transferring thin
monomolecular coatings to glass.

Radio wireless transmission: patented by Guglielmo Marconi
(Italian). In 1901, he demonstrated radio telegraphy across the Atlantic
Ocean. [1909 Nobel prize in physics, shared with Karl Braun (German).]

1897

Cathode ray tube (CRT): invented by Karl Braun (German). [1909 Nobel
prize, shared with Marconi.]

1897

Electron: discovered by Joseph John Thomson (English), who also
measured its charge-to-mass ratio. [1906 Nobel prize in physics.]

1902

Amplitude modulation: invented by Reginald Fessenden (American)
for telephone transmission. In 1906, he introduced AM radio broadcasting
of speech and music on Christmas Eve.

1904

Diode vacuum tube: patented by John Fleming (British).

1907

Triode tube amplifier: developed by Lee De Forest (American) for
wireless telegraphy, setting the stage for long-distance phone service,
radio, and television.
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1935

Radar: invented by Robert Watson-Watt (Scottish).

1944

Computer compiler: One of the earliest compilers was designed by
Grace Hopper for Harvard’s Mark I computer. She retired as a rear
admiral in the U.S. Navy in 1986.

7
1954

First AM transistor radio: introduced by Texas Instruments.

Courtesy of Dr. Steve Reyer

1945

1947

1955

Optical fiber: demonstrated by Narinder Kapany (Indian-American) as
a low-loss, light-transmission medium.

1956

FORTRAN: developed by John Backus (American), the first major
programming language.

1958

Laser: concept developed by Charles Townes and Arthur Schawlow
(both Americans). [Townes shared 1964 Nobel prize in physics with
Aleksandr Prokhorov and Nicolay Bazov (both Soviets).] In 1960
Theodore Maiman (American) built the first working model of a laser.

1958

Modem: developed by Bell Labs.

1958

Integrated circuit (IC): Jack Kilby (American) built the first IC on
germanium, and independently, Robert Noyce (American) built the first
IC on silicon.

1960

Echo: The first passive communication satellite was launched and
successfully reflected radio signals back to Earth. In 1962, the first
communication satellite, Telstar, was placed in geosynchronous orbit.

ENIAC: The first all-electronic computer was developed by John
Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert (both American).

Transistor: invented by William Shockley, Walter Brattain, and John
Bardeen (all Americans) at Bell Labs. [1956 Nobel prize in physics.]

1948

Modern communication: Claude Shannon (American) published his
Mathematical Theory of Communication, which formed the foundation of
information theory, coding, cryptography, and other related fields.

1950

Floppy disk: invented by Yoshiro Nakama (Japanese) as a magnetic
medium for storing data.
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Microcomputer: introduced by Digital Equipment Corporation as the
PDP-1, which was followed with the PDP-8 in 1965.

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

1969

ARPANET: established by the U.S. Department of Defense, which later
evolved into the Internet.

1970

CD-ROM: patented by James Russell (American), as the first system
capable of digital-to-optical recording and playback.

1971

Pocket calculator: introduced by Texas Instruments.

Courtesy of Texas Instruments

1961

Thick-film resistor: one of 28 electronic devices patented by Otis
Boykin (African-American).

1962

MOSFET: invented by Steven Hofstein and Frederic Heiman (both
American), which became the workhorse of computer microprocessors.

1964

IBM’s 360 mainframe: became the standard computer for major
businesses.

1965

BASIC computer language: developed by John Kemeny and Thomas
Kurtz (both American).

1965

Programmable digital computer: developed by Konrad Zuse (German) using binary arithmetic and electric relays.

1968

Word processor: demonstrated by Douglas Engelbart (American),
followed by the mouse pointing device and the use of a Windows-like
operating system.

1971

Intel 4004 four-bit microprocessor: capable of executing 60,000
operations per second.

1972

Computerized axial tomography scanner (CAT scan: developed
by Godfrey Hounsfield (British) and Alan Cormack (South African–
American) as a diagnostic tool. [1979 Nobel Prize in physiology or
medicine.]

1976

Laser printer: introduced by IBM.

1976

Apple I: sold by Apple Computer in kit form, followed by the fully
assembled Apple II in 1977, and the Macintosh in 1984.

1979

First cellular telephone network: built in Japan:
• 1983 cellular phone networks started in the United States.
• 1990 electronic beepers became common.
• 1995 cell phones became widely available.

1980

MS-DOS computer disk operating system: introduced by Microsoft:
Windows marketed in 1985.

1981

PC: introduced by IBM.

1984

Internet became operational worldwide.

1988

First transatlantic optical fiber cable: installed between the U.S. and
Europe.

1988

Touchpad: invented by George Gerpheide (American).

1989

World Wide Web: invented by Tim Berners-Lee (British) by introducing
a networking hypertext system.

1996

Hotmail: launched by Sabeer Bhatia (Indian-American) and Jack Smith
(American) as the first webmail service.
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Table 1-1: Fundamental and electrical SI units.
Dimension

Unit

Symbol

Fundamental:
Length
Mass
Time
Electric charge
Temperature
Amount of substance
Luminous intensity

meter
kilogram
second
coulomb
kelvin
mole
candela

m
kg
s
C
K
mol
cd

ampere
volt
ohm
farad
henry
watt
hertz

A
V

F
H
W
Hz

Electrical:

2007

White LED: invented by Shuji Nakamura (Japanese) in the 1990s. It
promises to replace Edison’s lightbulb in most lighting applications.

2007

iPhone: released by Apple.

2009

Cloud computing: went mainstream.

2011

Humans vs. supercomputer: IBM’s Watson supercomputer beat the top
two human contestants of Jeopardy! for a $1M prize.

2011

Text messages: 8 × 1012 (8 trillion) text messages sent worldwide.

2014

Mobile subscribers: Approximately 96% of the world population is a
mobile phone subscriber (7 billion people).

Concept Question 1-3: What do you consider to be the

most important electrical engineering milestone that is
missing from this historical timeline?

1-2 Units, Dimensions, and Notation
The standard system used in today’s scientific literature to
express the units of physical quantities is the International
System of Units (SI), abbreviated after its French name Système
Internationale. Time is a fundamental dimension, and the
second is the unit by which it is expressed relative to a specific
reference standard. The SI configuration is based on the seven
fundamental dimensions listed in Table 1-1, and their units
are called fundamental SI units. All other dimensions, such as
velocity, force, current, and voltage, are regarded as secondary
because their units are based on and can be expressed in terms
of the seven fundamental units. For example, electric current
is measured in amps, which is an abbreviation for coulombs/
second. Appendix A provides a list of the quantities used in this
book, together with their symbols and units.

Current
Voltage
Resistance
Capacitance
Inductance
Power
Frequency

In science and engineering, a set of prefixes commonly
are used to denote multiples and submultiples of units. These
prefixes, ranging in value between 10−18 and 1018 , are listed in
Table 1-2. An electric current of 3 × 10−6 A, for example, may
be written as 3 μA. The physical quantities we discuss in this
book (such as voltage and current) may be constant in time or
may vary with time.

Table 1-2: Multiple and submultiple prefixes.
Prefix

Symbol

Magnitude

exa
peta
tera
giga
mega
kilo

E
P
T
G
M
k

1018
1015
1012
109
106
103

milli
micro
nano
pico
femto
atto

m
μ
n
p
f
a

10−3
10−6
10−9
10−12
10−15
10−18
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Technology Brief 1
Micro- and Nanotechnology
Scale of Things
Our ability as humans to shape and control the
environment around us has improved steadily over time,
most dramatically in the past 100 years. The degree of
control is reflected in the scale (size) at which objects can
be constructed, which is governed by the tools available
for constructing them. This refers to the construction of
both very large and very small objects. Early tools—such
as flint, stone, and metal hunting gear—were on the order
of tens of centimeters. Over time, we were able to build
ever-smaller and ever-larger tools. The world’s largest
antenna* is the radio telescope at the Arecibo observatory
in Puerto Rico (Fig. TF1-1). The dish is 305 m (1000 ft) in
diameter and 50 m deep and covers nearly 20 acres. It is
built from nearly 40,000 perforated 1 m × 2 m aluminum
plates. On the other end of the size spectrum, some of
the smallest antennas today are nanocrescent antennas
that are under 100 nm long. These are built by sputtering
aluminum against glass beads and then removing the
beads to expose crescent-shaped antennas (Fig. TF1-2).
Miniaturization continues to move forward: the first
hydraulic valves, for example, were a few meters in
length (ca. 400 BCE); the first toilet valve was tens of
* http://www.naic.edu/general/

Figure TF1-2: Nano-crescent antenna for use in the
ultraviolet range (320 nm to 370 nm wavelength). (Credit:
Miguel Rodriguez.)

centimeters in size (ca. 1596); and by comparison, the
largest dimension in a modern microfluidic valve used in
biomedical analysis-chips is less than 100 μm!
The chart in Fig. TF1-3 displays examples of manmade
and natural things whose dimensions fall in the range
between 0.1 nm (10−10 m) and 1 cm, which encompasses
both micrometer (1 μm = 10−6 m) and nanometer
(1 nm = 10−9 m) ranges. Microtechnology, which
refers to our ability to manipulate matter at a precision
of 1 μm or better, became possible in the 1960s,
ushering in an electronics revolution that led to the
realization of the laptop computer and the ubiquitous
cell phone. It then took another 30 years to improve the
manufacturing precision down to the nanometer scale
(nanotechnology), promising the development of new
materials and devices with applications in electronics,
medicine, energy, and construction.

Moore’s Law

Figure TF1-1: Arecibo radio telescope.

With the invention of the semiconductor transistor in
1947 and the subsequent development of the integrated
circuit in 1959, it became possible to build thousands
(now trillions) of electronic components onto a single
substrate or chip. The 4004 microprocessor chip
(ca. 1971) had 2250 transistors and could execute 60,000
instructions per second; each transistor had a “gate”
on the order of 10 μm (10−5 m). In comparison, the
2006 Intel Core had 151 million transistors with each
transistor gate measuring 65 nm (6.5 × 10−8 m); it could
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The Scale of Things – Nanometers and More
Things Natural

Things Manmade
10-2 m

Ant
~ 5 mm

Dust mite

Red blood cells
(~7-8 μm)

The Challenge

1,000,000 nanometers =
1 millimeter (mm)
MicroElectroMechanical
(MEMS) devices
10 -100 μm wide

10-4 m

0.1 mm
100 μm

10-5 m

0.01 mm
10 μm

O

Infrared

Fly ash
~ 10-20 μm

Microworld

200 μm

Human hair
~ 60-120 μm wide

Head of a pin
1-2 mm

Microwave

10-3 m

1 cm
10 mm

1,000 nanometers =
1 micrometer (μm)

O
O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Zone plate x-ray “lens”
Outer ring spacing ~35 nm

Visible

10-6 m

Pollen grain
Red blood cells

P

O

~10 nm diameter
ATP synthase

Ultraviolet

Nanoworld

10-7 m

10-8 m

Fabricate and combine
nanoscale building
blocks to make useful
devices, e.g., a
photosynthetic reaction
center with integral
semiconductor storage.

0.1 μm
100 nm

0.01 μm
10 nm

Self-assembled,
Nature-inspired structure
Many 10s of nm
Nanotube electrode

10-9 m

1 nanometer (nm)
Soft x-ray

Carbon
buckyball
~1 nm
diameter
Carbon nanotube
~1.3 nm diameter

DNA
~2-1/2 nm diameter

Atoms of silicon
spacing 0.078 nm

10-10 m

0.1 nm

Quantum corral of 48 iron atoms on copper surface
positioned one at a time with an STM tip
Corral diameter 14 nm

Office of Basic Energy Sciences
Office of Science, U.S. DOE
Version 05-26-06, pmd

FigureTF1-3: The scale of natural and man-made objects, sized from nanometers to centimeters. (Courtesy of U.S. Department
of Energy.)

perform 27 billion instructions per second. The 2011
Intel Core i7 “Gulftown” processors have 1.17 billion
transistors and can perform ∼ 150 billion instructions per
second. In recent years, the extreme miniaturization of
transistors (the smallest transistor gate in an i7 Core is
∼ 32 nanometers wide!) has led to a number of design
innovations and trade-offs at the processor level, as
devices begin to approach the physical limits of classic
semiconductor devices. Among these, the difficulty of
dissipating the heat generated by a billion transistors

has led to the emergence of multicore processors;
these devices distribute the work (and heat) between
more than one processor operating simultaneously on
the same chip (2 processors on the same chip are
called a dual core, 4 processors are called a quad
core, etc.). This type of architecture requires additional
components to manage computation between processors
and has led to the development of new software
paradigms to deal with the parallelism inherent in such
devices.
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Transistors/Chip
109
8-Core Xeon
2.3 x 109
Dual-Core Itanium 2
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Itanium 2
Itanium
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Pentium II
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8086

105

6000
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8000
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103
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Figure TF1-4: Moore’s Law predicts that the number of transistors per processor doubles every two years.

Moore’s Law and Scaling
In 1965, Gordon Moore, co-founder of Intel, predicted that
the number of transistors in the minimum-cost processor
would double every two years (initially, he had guessed
they would double every year). Amazingly, this prediction
has proven true of semiconductor processors for 40 years,
as demonstrated by Fig. TF1-4.
In order to understand Moore’s Law, we have to
understand the basics of how transistors are used
in computers. Computers carry all of their information
(numbers, letters, sounds, etc.) in coded strings of
electrical signals that are either “on” or “off.” Each “on”
or “off” signal is called a bit, and 8 bits in a row are called
a byte. Two bytes are a word, and (when representing
numbers) they provide 16-bit precision. Four bytes give
32-bit precision. These bits can be added, subtracted,
moved around, etc., by switching each bit individually on
or off, so a computer processor can be thought of as a big
network of (trillions of) switches. Transistors are the basic
switches in computers. We will learn more about them
in Chapter 3, but for now, the important thing to know is
that they can act as very tiny, very fast, very low power
switches. Trillions of transistors are built directly onto a
single silicon wafer (read more about how in Technology
Brief 7), producing very-large-scale integrated (VLSI)
circuits or chips. Transistors are characterized by their
feature size, which is the smallest line width that can

be drawn in that VLSI manufacturing process. Larger
transistors are used for handling more current (such as
in the power distribution system for the chip). Smaller
transistors are used where speed and efficiency are
critical. The 22 nm processes available today can make
lines and features ∼22 nm in dimension. They produce
transistors that are about 100 nm on a side, switched
on and off over 100 billion times a second (it would
take you over 2000 years to flip a light switch that many
times),† and can do about 751 billion operations per watt.‡
Even smaller, 5 nm transistors are expected to become
commercially viable by 2020. The VLSI design engineer
uses computer-aided design (CAD) tools to design
chips by combining transistors into larger subsystems
(such as logic gates that add/multiply/etc.), choosing the
smallest, fastest transistors that can be used for every
part of the circuit.
The following questions then arise: How small can we
go? What is the fundamental limit to shrinking down the
size of a transistor? As we ponder this, we immediately
observe that we likely cannot make a transistor smaller
than the diameter of one silicon or metal atom (i.e., ∼0.2
to 0.8 nm). But is there a limit prior to this? Well, as
we shrink transistors down to the point that they are
† http://download.intel.com/newsroom/kits/22nm/pdfs/22nm Fun Facts.pdf
‡ https://newsroom.intel.com/servlet/JiveServlet/previewBody/2834-102-

1-5130/Intel%20at%20VLSI%20Fact%20Sheet.pdf
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Integrated Circuit

100 W
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(bulb surface area)

1.5 cm2 (die area)

0.9 W/cm2
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Figure TF1-5: (a) Plot of heat power density generated by consumer processors over time, (b) comparison of heat power
generation of a light bulb with that of a typical processor.

made of just one or a few atomic layers (∼1 to 5 nm),
we run into issues related to the stochastic nature of
quantum physics. At these scales, the random motion
of electrons between both physical space and energy
levels becomes significant with respect to the size of
the transistor, and we start to get spurious or random
signals in the circuit.There are even more subtle problems
related to the statistics of yield. If a certain piece of
a transistor contained only 10 atoms, a deviation of
just one atom in the device (to a 9-atom or an 11atom transistor) represents a huge change in the device
properties! This would make it increasingly difficult to
economically fabricate chips with hundreds of millions
of transistors. Additionally, there is an interesting issue
of heat generation: Like any dissipative device, each
transistor gives off a small amount of heat. But when
you add up the heat produced by more than 1 billion
transistors, you get a very large number! Figure TF1-5
compares the power density (due to heat) produced by
different processors over time. The heat generated by
single core processors increased exponentially until the
mid-2000s when power densities began approaching 100
W/cm2 (in comparison, a nuclear reactor produces about
200 W/cm2 !). The inability to practically dissipate that
much heat led, in part, to the development of multicore
processors and a leveling off of heat generation for
consumer processors.
None of these issues are insurmountable. Challenges
simply spur creative people to come up with innovative

solutions. Many of these problems will be solved,
and in the process, provide engineers (like you)
with jobs and opportunities. But, more importantly,
the minimum feature size of a processor is not
the end goal of innovation: it is the means to it.
Innovation seeks simply to make increasingly powerful
computation, not smaller feature sizes. Hence, the
move towards multicore processors. By sharing the
workload among various processors (called distributed
computing) we increase processor performance while
using less energy, generating less heat, and without
needing to run at warp speed. So it seems, as we
approach ever-smaller features, we simply will creatively
transition into new physical technologies and also new
computational techniques. As Gordon Moore himself
said, “It will not be like we hit a brick wall and
stop.”

Scaling Trends and Nanotechnology
It is an observable fact that each generation of tools
enables the construction of an even newer, smaller,
more powerful generation of tools. This is true not just
of mechanical devices, but electronic ones as well.
Today’s high-power processors could not have been
designed, much less tested, without the use of previous
processors that were employed to draw and simulate the
next generation. Two observations can be made in this
regard. First, we now have the technology to build tools
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Figure TF1-6: Time plot of computer processing power in MIPS per $1000. (From “When will computer hardware match the
human brain?” by Hans Moravec, Journal of Transhumanism, Vol. 1, 1998.)

to manipulate the environment at atomic resolution. At
least one generation of micro-scale techniques (ranging
from microelectromechanical systems—or MEMS—
to micro-chemical devices) has been developed that,
while useful in themselves, are also enabling the
construction of newer, nano-scale devices. These newer
devices range from 5 nm transistors to femtoliter (10−15 )
microfluidic devices that can manipulate single protein
molecules. At these scales, the lines between mechanics,
electronics, and chemistry begin to blur! It is to these
ever-increasing interdisciplinary innovations that the term

nanotechnology rightfully belongs. Second, the rate
at which these innovations are occurring seems to be
increasing exponentially! (Consider Fig. TF1-6 and note
that the y axis is logarithmic and the plots are very
close to straight lines.) Keeping up with rapidly changing
technology is one of the exciting and challenging
aspects of an engineering career. Electrical engineers
use the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE) to find professional publications, workshops, and
conferences to provide lifelong learning opportunities to
stay current and creative (see IEEE.org).
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As a general rule, we use:
• A lowercase letter, such as i for current, to represent
the general case:
i

may or may not be time-varying

• A lowercase letter followed with (t) to emphasize
time:
i(t)

is a time-varying quantity

• An uppercase letter if the quantity is not timevarying; thus:
I

is of constant value (dc quantity)

• A letter printed in boldface to denote that:
I
has a specific meaning, such as a vector, a
matrix, the phasor counterpart of i(t), or the Laplace
or Fourier transform of i(t)

Exercise 1-1: Convert the following quantities to
scientific notation: (a) 52 mV, (b) 0.3 MV, (c) 136 nA,
and (d) 0.05 Gbits/s.
Answer: (a)

(c)

1.36 × 10−7

5.2 × 10−2 V, (b) 3 × 105
A, and (d) 5 × 107 bits/s. (See C3 )

V,

Exercise 1-2: Convert the following quantities to a prefix

format such that the number preceding the prefix is
between 1 and 999: (a) 8.32 × 107 Hz, (b) 1.67 × 10−8 m,
(c) 9.79 × 10−16 g, (d) 4.48 × 1013V, and (e) 762 bits/s.
Answer: (a) 83.2 MHz, (b) 16.7 nm, (c) 979 ag,

(d) 44.8 TV, and (e) 762 bits/s. (See

C3

)

Exercise 1-3: Simplify the following operations into

a single number, expressed in prefix format: (a)
A = 10 μV + 2.3 mV, (b) B = 4THz − 230 GHz, (c)
C = 3 mm/60 μm.
Answer: (a) A = 2.31 mV, (b) B = 3.77 THz, (c)

C = 50. (See

C3

)

1-3 Circuit Representation
When we design circuits, we first think of what we want the
circuit to do (its functional block diagram), then we design

circuits to do this (a circuit diagram). We then select and lay
out the components in the circuit (PCB layout) and build it. Let’s
consider a capacitive-touch sensor such as the touch screen on
the iphone. The circuit includes a flat conducting plate, two ICs,
), and several resistors and capacitors. When
one diode (
the plate is touched by a finger, the capacitance introduced
by the finger causes the output voltage to rise above a preset
threshold, signifying the fact that the plate has been touched.
The voltage rise can then be used to trigger a follow-up circuit
such as a light-emitting diode (LED). Figure 1-4 contains four
parts: (a) a block diagram of a circuit designed as a capacitortouch-sensor, (b) a circuit diagram representing the circuit’s
electrical configuration, (c) the circuit’s printed-circuit-board
(PCB) layout, and (d) a photograph of the circuit with all of its
components.
The PCB layout shown in part (c) of Fig. 1-4 displays
the intended locations of the circuit elements and the printed
conducting lines needed to connect the elements to each other.
These lines are used in lieu of wires. The diagram in part (d)
is the symbolic representation of the physical circuit. In this
particular representation the resistors are drawn as rectangular
boxes instead of the more familiar symbol
. Designing
the PCB layout and the circuit’s physical architecture is an
important step in the production process, but it is outside the
scope of this book. Our prime interest is to help the reader
understand how circuits work, and to use that understanding to
design circuits to perform functions of interest. Accordingly,
circuit diagrams will be regarded as true representations of the
many circuits and systems we discuss in this and the following
chapters.

1-3.1

Circuit Elements

Table 1-3 provides a partial list of the symbols used in this book
to represent circuit elements in circuit diagrams.
By way of an example, the diagram in Fig. 1-5 contains the
following elements:
• A 12 V ac source, denoted by the symbol

~+− . An ac source

varies sinusoidally with time (such as a 60 Hz wall outlet).
+

• A 6 V dc source, denoted by the symbol _
is constant in time (such as a battery).
• Six resistors, all denoted by the symbol
• One capacitor, denoted by the symbol
• One inductor, denoted by the symbol

. A dc source
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LED
Sensor

Sensor

Volt: 0

Volt: 1.5 V

(a) Block diagram

(b) Circuit diagram
5 V power supply to be connected here
Metal plate Capacitor IC Diode Resistor

Output voltage
(c) Printed circuit board (PCB)

(d) Actual circuit

Figure 1-4: (a) Block diagram, (b) circuit diagram, (c) printed-circuit-board (PCB) layout, (d) photograph of a touch-sensor circuit.

• An important integrated circuit known as an operational
amplifier (or op amp for short), denoted by a triangular
symbol (the internal circuit of the op amp is not shown).

1-3.2

Circuit Architecture

The vocabulary commonly used to describe the architecture of
an electric circuit includes a number of important terms. Short,
but precise, definitions follow.
• Node: electrical conductor(s) or wires that connect two
or more circuit elements. The node is not just a point, but
includes the entire set of wires between two or more circuit
elements. Nodes are color-coded in Fig. 1-5. For example,
node N1 is red, N2 is green, and N3 is orange. The dot at N1

is typically used to emphasize that the wires are actually
connected together. All conductors in a node always have
the same voltage.
• Ordinary node: an electrical connection point that
connects only two elements, such as all the yellow nodes
in Fig. 1-5.
• Extraordinary node: node connected to three or more
elements. Figure 1-5 contains four extraordinary nodes,
denoted N1 through N4 , of which N4 has been selected as
a reference voltage node, often referred to as the ground
node. When two points with no element between them are
connected by a conducting wire, they are regarded as the
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υ1 = 12 cos (377t) V +
ac source −

~

+
_

Op amp
N3
Conducting
wire

R2
Inductor

+
υ2 = 6 V
dc source _

R4

Extraordinary Capacitor
Branch containing R1
node
C
R1
R3
N1
N2

R5

R6

L
Loop 1
N4

Loop 2

N4

Ground
Same node
Figure 1-5: Diagram representing a circuit that contains dc and ac sources, passive elements (six resistors, one capacitor, and one inductor),
and one active element (operational amplifier). Ordinary nodes are in yellow, extraordinary nodes in other colors, and the ground node in
black.

same node. Hence, all of the black wires together located
at the bottom of the circuit in Fig. 1-5 make up node N4 .
• Branch: the trace between two consecutive nodes
containing one and only one element between them.

I

+ V1 _

+ V2 _

Battery

+

• Path: any continuous sequence of branches, provided that
no one node is encountered more than once. The path
between nodes N1 and N2 consists of two branches, one
containing R3 and another containing C.

_

(a) Series circuit
I1

• Loop: a closed path in which the start and end node is one
and the same. Figure 1-5 contains several loops, of which
two are shown explicitly.

+ V _
I2

• Mesh: a loop that encloses no other loop. In Fig. 1-5,
Loop 1 is a mesh, but Loop 2 is not.

+ V _

• In series: path in which elements share the same current.
As you move along a series path you encounter only
ordinary nodes. Elements on these paths are in series. In
Fig. 1-6(a), the two light bulbs are in series because the
same current flows through both of them. Also, in Fig. 1-5,
the two sources and R1 are all in series, as are R2 and L,
and R3 and C.

+

Battery

_

(b) Parallel circuit
Figure 1-6: Two light bulbs connected (a) in series and (b) in
parallel.
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Table 1-3: Symbols for common circuit elements.
A

Table 1-4: Circuit terminology.
Node: An electrical connection between two or more
elements.

A

or

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

Conductor Two conductors Two conductors
(wire)
electrically joined
not joined
at node A
electrically

Ordinary node: An electrical connection node that
connects to only two elements.
Extraordinary node: An electrical connection node that
connects to three or more elements.
Branch: Trace between two consecutive nodes with only
one element between them.

Fixed-value
resistor

Variable resistor

10 V
Inductor

+
_

~+−

12 V

10 V dc
battery

Loop: Closed path with the same start and end node.
Independent loop: Loop containing one or more branches
not contained in any other independent loop.

12 V ac
source

Mesh: Loop that encloses no other loops.
In series: Elements that share the same current. They have
only ordinary nodes between them.

+
_

6 A current
source

Switch

Volts
VΩ
Transistor

υs

Dependent
voltage source

Path: Continuous sequence of branches with no node
encountered more than once.
Extraordinary path: Path between two adjacent extraordinary nodes.

6A

+
<

Capacitor

Operational
amplifier
Amps
I

A

com
Voltmeter

In parallel: Elements that share the same voltage. They
share two extraordinary nodes.

A summary of circuit terminology is given in Table 1-4.
Example 1-1: In Series and In Parallel

Ammeter
(a) For the circuit in Fig. 1-7(a):

is
Dependent
current source

(1) Which current is the same as I2 ?

Light-emitting
diode (LED)

(2) Under what circumstance would I1 = I2 ?
(b) For the circuit in Fig. 1-7(b):
(1) Which node voltages are at the same voltage as
node 4?

• In parallel: path in which elements share the same voltage,
which means they share the same pair of nodes. In
Fig. 1-6(b), the two bulbs are in parallel because they share
the same battery voltage across them. In Fig. 1-5 the series
combination (υ1 − υ2 − R1 ) is in parallel with the series
combination (R2 − L).

(2) Which node voltages are the same as the ground
voltage?
(c) Which elements, or combinations of elements, in the
circuits of Fig. 1-7 are connected in series and which are
connected in parallel?
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I2

1Ω
I5

I1
+
+
_

12 V

I3

4Ω

6Ω

19
In parallel: 4  resistor and combination 2. (Call this
combination 4.)

8Ω
+
+
_

1V
+_
+

5V
I4

Circuit in Fig. 1-7(b):

(a)

In series: none.

V4

V2 V1

V3

2Ω

4Ω

+
_

Also, combination 3, combination 4, and the 1 V source
are all in series.

V6
6V

2Ω

V5

4Ω
V7

(b)
Figure 1-7: Circuits for Example 1-1.

Solution: (a) Two currents are the same if they flow in the
same branch and in the same direction. Hence:
(1) I2 = I4 .
(2) I1 = I2 only if I3 = I5 = 0.
(b) Two nodes are electrically the same if the only connection
between them is a short circuit. Hence:
(1) V1 = V2 = V3 = V4 = V6 , relative to the ground node.
Hence, all five nodes are electrically the same.
(2) Nodes V5 and V7 are the same as the ground node.
(c) Two or more elements are connected electrically in series
if the same current flows through all of them, and they are
connected in parallel if they share the same nodes.

In parallel: all five elements.

1-3.3

Planar Circuits

 A circuit is planar if it is possible to draw it on a twodimensional plane without having any two of its branches
cross over or under one another (Fig. 1-8). 
If such a crossing is unavoidable, then the circuit is nonplanar.
This concept becomes particularly important when we construct
circuit boards (see Fig. 1-4) or layers on an integrated circuit.
To clarify what we mean, we start by examining the circuit
in Fig. 1-8(a). An initial examination of the circuit topology
might suggest that the circuit is nonplanar because the branches
containing resistors R3 and R4 appear to cross one another
without having physical contact between them (absence of a
solid dot at crossover point). However, if we redraw the branch
containing R4 on the outside, as shown in configuration (b) of
Fig. 1-8, we would then conclude that the circuit is planar after
all, and that is so because it is possible to draw it in a single
plane without crossovers. In contrast, the circuit in Fig. 1-8(c) is
indeed nonplanar because no matter how we might try to redraw
it, it will always include at least one crossover of branches.
 Circuits in this book will be presumed to be planar. 

Circuit in Fig. 1-7(a):
In series: 8  resistor and 5 V voltage source (call it
combination 1).

Concept Question 1-4: What is the difference between

the symbol for a dc voltage source and that for an ac
source?

In series: 1  resistor and 12 V voltage source (call it
combination 2).
In parallel: 6  resistor and combination 1. (Call this
combination 3.)

Concept Question 1-5: What differentiates an extraordi-

nary node from an ordinary node? A loop from a mesh?
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R1
Not a connection

R3
υ0

+

+
-_

R4
R5
(a) Original circuit
R1

+

+
-_

υ0

4. Two like charges repel one another, whereas two
charges of opposite polarity attract.

(b) Redrawn
R1

The unit for charge is the coulomb (C) and the magnitude of e
is

R2

R4
R5
R6

R8

Charge

3. According to the law of conservation of charge, the
(net) charge in a closed region can neither be created
nor destroyed.

R4

+
+
-_

1-4.1

2. The fundamental (smallest) quantity of charge is that
of a single electron or proton. Its magnitude usually
is denoted by the letter e.

R5

υ0

Electric Charge and Current

1. Charge can be either positive or negative.

R2

R3

1-4

At the atomic scale, all matter contains a mixture of neutrons,
positively charged protons, and negatively charged electrons.
The nature of the force induced by electric charge was
established by the French scientist Charles Augustin de
Coulomb (1736–1806) during the latter part of the 18th century.
This was followed by a series of experiments on electricity
and magnetism over the next 100 years, culminating in J. J.
Thompson’s discovery of the electron in 1897. Through these
and more recent investigations, we can ascribe to electric charge
the following fundamental properties:

R2

R3

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

R9

R7

(c) Nonplanar circuit
Figure 1-8: The branches containing R3 and R4 in (a) appear to
cross over one another, but redrawing the circuit as in (b) avoids
the crossover, thereby demonstrating that the circuit is planar.

e = 1.6 × 10−19

(C).

(1.1)

The symbol commonly used to represent charge is q. The charge
of a single proton is qp = e, and that of an electron, which is
equal in magnitude but opposite in polarity, is qe = −e. It is
important to note that the term charge implies “net charge,”
which is equal to the combined charge of all protons present
in any given region of space minus the combined charge of all
electrons in that region. Hence, charge is always an integral
multiple of e.
The actions by charges attracting or repelling each other
are responsible for the movement of charge from one
location to another, thereby constituting an electric current.
Consider the simple circuit in Fig. 1-9 depicting a battery of
voltage V connected across a resistor R using metal wires. The
arrangement gives rise to an electric current I given by Ohm’s
law (which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 2):

Concept Question 1-6: Color-code all of the nodes in

Fig. 1-8(b), using Fig. 1-5 as a model.

I=

V
.
R

(1.2)
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t=0

Expanded view of wire
e-

e-

8V

+
_

Wire

Switch

i
100 Ω

60 m
Atom

Electron

Figure 1-10: After closing the switch, it takes only 0.2 μs to
observe a current in the resistor.

+
V _

I
R
e-

Figure 1-9: The current flowing in the wire is due to electron
transport through a drift process, as illustrated by the magnified
structure of the wire.
As shown in Fig. 1-9:
 The current flows from the positive (+) terminal of
the battery to its negative (−) terminal, along the path
external to the battery. 
Through chemical or other means, the battery generates a supply
of electrons at its negatively labeled terminal by ionizing some
of the molecules of its constituent material. A convenient model
for characterizing the functionality of a battery is to regard the
internal path between its terminals as unavailable for the flow
of charge, forcing the electrons to flow from the (−) terminal,
through the external path, and towards the (+) terminal to
achieve neutrality. It is important to note that:
 The direction of electric current I is defined to be
the same as the direction of flow that positive charges
would follow, which is opposite to the direction of flow
of electrons e− . 
Even though we talk about electrons flowing through the wires
and the resistor, in reality the process is a drift movement
rather than free-flow. The wire material consists of atoms
with loosely attached electrons. The positive polarity of the
(+) terminal exerts an attractive force on the electrons of the
hitherto neutral atoms adjacent to that terminal, causing some

of the loosely attached electrons to detach and jump to the (+)
terminal. The atoms that have lost those electrons now become
positively charged (ionized), thereby attracting electrons from
their neighbors and compelling them to detach from their hosts
and to attach themselves to the ionized atoms instead. This
process continues throughout the wire segment (between the
(+) battery terminal and the resistor), into the longitudinal path
of the resistor, and finally through the wire segment between
the resistor and the (−) terminal. The net result is that the
(−) terminal loses an electron and the (+) terminal gains one,
making it appear as if the very same electron that left the (−)
terminal actually flowed through the wires and the resistor and
finally appeared at the (+) terminal. It is as if the path itself
were not involved in the electron transfer, which is not the case.
The process of sequential migration of electrons from one
atom to the next is called electron drift, and it is this process
that gives rise to the flow of conduction current through a
circuit. To illustrate how important this process is in terms of
the electronic transmission of information, let us examine the
elementary transmission experiment represented by the circuit
shown in Fig. 1-10. The circuit consists of an 8-volt battery
and a switch on one end, a resistor on the other end, and a
60 m long two-wire transmission line in between. The wires
are made of copper, and they have a circular cross section with
a 2 mm diameter.After closing the switch, a current starts to flow
through the circuit. It is instructive to compare two velocities
associated with the consequence of closing the switch, namely
the actual (physical) drift velocity of the electrons inside the
copper wires and the transmission velocity (of the information
announcing that the switch has been closed) between the battery
and the resistor. For the specified parameters of the circuit
shown in Fig. 1-10, the electron drift velocity—which is the
actual physical velocity of the electrons along the wire—can
be calculated readily and shown to be on the order of only
10−4 m/s. Hence, it would take about 1 million seconds (∼ 10
days) for an electron to physically travel over a distance of
120 m. In contrast, the time delay between closing the switch at
the sending end and observing a response at the receiving end
(in the form of current flow through the resistor) is extremely
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Wire

Direction of
electron flow

Cross section

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

Electron

5A

Circuit

=
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−5 A

Circuit

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-12: A current of 5 A flowing “downward” is the same
as −5 A flowing “upward” through the wire.

i

Current direction
Figure 1-11: Direction of (positive) current flow through a
conductor is opposite that of electrons.

short (≈ 0.2 μs). This is because the transmission velocity is
on the order of the velocity of light c = 3 × 108 m/s. Thus:
 The rate at which information can be transmitted
electronically using conducting wires is about 12 orders
of magnitude faster than the actual transport velocity of
the electrons flowing through those wires! 
This fact is at the heart of what makes electronic communication
systems viable.

1-4.2

The circuit segment denoted with an arrow in Fig. 1-12(a)
signifies that a current of 5 A is flowing through that wire
segment in the direction of the arrow. The same information
about the current magnitude and direction may be displayed as
in Fig. 1-12(b), where the arrow points in the opposite direction
and the current is expressed as −5 A.
When a battery is connected to a circuit, the resultant current
that flows through it usually is constant in time (Fig. 1-13(a))—
at least over the time duration of interest—in which case we
refer to it as a direct current or dc for short. In contrast, the
currents flowing in household systems (as well as in many

I

i(t)
dc

ac

Current

t

t

Moving charge gives rise to current.

(a)
 Electric current is defined as the time rate of transfer
of electric charge across a specified cross section. 
For the wire segment depicted in Fig. 1-11, the current i flowing
through it is equal to the amount of charge dq that crosses the
wire’s cross section over an infinitesimal time duration dt, given
as
i=

dq
dt

(A),

(1.3)

(b)

i(t)

i(t)
Decaying

Rising
t

t

(c)

(d)
i(t)
Damped oscillatory

and the unit for current is the ampere (A). In general, both
positive and negative charges may flow across the hypothetical
interface, and the flow may occur in both directions.
 By convention, the direction of i is defined to be the
direction of the net flow of (net) charge (positive minus
negative). 

t
(e)
Figure 1-13: Graphical illustrations of various types of current
variations with time.
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electrical systems) are called alternating currents or simply ac,
because they vary sinusoidally with time (Fig. 1-13(b)). Other
time variations also may occur in circuits, such as exponential
rises and decays (Fig. 1-13(c) and (d)), exponentially damped
oscillations (Fig. 1-13(e)), and many others.

i(t)
6A
Current
t

 As a reminder, we use uppercase letters, such as V
and I , to denote dc quantities (with no time variation), and
lowercase letters, such as υ and i, to denote the general
case, which may be either dc or ac. 

(a)
q(t)

Even though in the overwhelming majority of cases the
current flowing through a material is dominated by the
movement of electrons (as opposed to positively charged ions),
it is advisable to start thinking of the current in terms of positive
charge, primarily to avoid having to keep track of the fact that
current direction is defined to be in opposition to the direction
of flow of negative charges.

30 C
Charge
t
(b)

Example 1-2: Charge Transfer

In terms of the current i(t) flowing past a reference cross section
in a wire:
(a) Develop an expression for the cumulative charge q(t) that
has been transferred past that cross section up to time t. Apply
the result to the exponential current displayed in Fig. 1-14(a),
which is given by

0
for t < 0,
i(t) =
(1.4)
6e−0.2t A for t ≥ 0.

Figure 1-14: The current i(t) displayed in (a) generates the
cumulative charge q(t) displayed in (b).

where q(−∞) represents the charge that was transferred
through the wire “at the beginning of time.” We choose −∞
as a reference limit in the integration, because it allows us to
set q(−∞) = 0, implying that no charge had been transferred
prior to that point in time. Hence, Eq. (1.5) becomes
t

(b) Develop an expression for the net charge Q(t1 , t2 ) that
flowed through the cross section between times t1 and t2 , and
then compute Q for t1 = 1 s and t2 = 2 s.
Solution: (a) We start by rewriting Eq. (1.3) in the form:
dq = i dt.
Then by integrating both sides over the limits −∞ to t, we have
t

t
dq =

−∞

(C).

(1.6)

For i(t) as given by Eq. (1.4), i(t) = 0 for t < 0. Upon changing
the lower integration limit to zero and inserting the expression
for i(t) in Eq. (1.6), the integration leads to
t

6e−0.2t dt =

−6 −0.2t t
e
 = 30[1 − e−0.2t ] C.
0
0.2

0

−∞

A plot of q(t) versus t is displayed in Fig. 1-14(b). The
cumulative charge that would transfer after a long period of time
is obtained by setting t = +∞, which yields q(+∞) = 30 C.

which yields
t
i dt,
−∞

i dt
−∞

q(t) =

i dt,

q(t) − q(−∞) =

q(t) =

(1.5)

(b) The cumulative charge that has flowed through the cross
section up to time t1 is q(t1 ), and a similar definition applies
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to q(t2 ). Hence, the net charge that flowed through the cross
section over the time interval between t1 and t2 is
t2
Q(t1 , t2 ) = q(t2 ) − q(t1 ) =

t1
i dt −

−∞

t2
i dt =

−∞

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

be verified either by graphing q(t) or by taking the second
derivative of q(t) and evaluating it at t = 10 s and at t = ∞).
At t = 10 s,

i dt.

q(10) = 5 × 10e−0.1×10 = 50e−1 = 18.4 C.

t1

For t1 = 1 s, t2 = 2 s, and i(t) as given by Eq. (1.4),
2
Q(1, 2) =

6e

−0.2t

1

2
6e−0.2t 
dt =
−0.2 1
= −30(e−0.4 − e−0.2 ) = 4.45 C.

Concept Question 1-7: What are the four fundamental

properties of electric charge?
Concept Question 1-8: Is the direction of electric current

in a wire defined to be the same as or opposite to the
direction of flow of electrons?
Example 1-3: Current
Concept Question 1-9: How does electron drift lead to

The charge flowing past a certain location in a wire is given by

0
for t < 0,
q(t) =
−0.1t
C for t ≥ 0.
5te
Determine (a) the current at t = 0 and (b) the instant at which
q(t) is a maximum and the corresponding value of q.

the conduction of electric current?
Exercise 1-4: If the current flowing through a given

resistor in a circuit is given by i(t) = 5[1 − e−2t ] A for
t ≥ 0, determine the total amount of charge that passed
through the resistor between t = 0 and t = 0.2 s.

Answer: Q(0, 0.2) = 0.18 C. (See

C3

)

Solution: (a) Application of Eq. (1.3) yields
i=

d
dq
= (5te−0.1t ) = 5e−0.1t − 0.5te−0.1t
dt
dt
= (5 − 0.5t)e−0.1t A.

Exercise 1-5: If q(t) has the waveform shown

in Fig. E1.5, determine the corresponding current
waveform.

q(t)

Setting t = 0 in the expression gives i(0) = 5 A.
Note that i  = 0, even though q(t) = 0 at t = 0.

2C

(b) To determine the value of t at which q(t) is a maximum,
we find dq/dt and then set it equal to zero:

1

2

dq
= (5 − 0.5t)e−0.1t = 0,
dt

4

5

6

7

8

6

7

8

t (s)

Figure E1.5
Answer:

which is satisfied when
5 − 0.5t = 0

3

i(t)
or

t = 10 s,

2A
as well as when
e

−0.1t

=0

or

1

t = ∞.

The first value (t = 10 s) corresponds to a maximum and the
second value (t = ∞) corresponds to a minimum (which can

−2 A
(See

C3

)

2

3

4

5

t (s)
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1-5 Voltage and Power
1-5.1 Voltage
The two primary quantities used in circuit analysis are electrical
current and voltage. Current is associated with the movement
(flow) of electric charge and voltage is associated with the
displacement or concentration of that charge. Before we offer
a formal definition for voltage, let us consider a water analogy.
Suppose we were to take a very small (differential) amount of
water of mass dm from ground level at elevation z = b and
raise it (pump it up) to an elevation z = a to fill a water tank,
as depicted in Fig. 1-15(a). Doing so requires the expenditure
of kinetic energy dw, which is gained by mass dm in the form
of gravitational potential energy. [Were we to open a valve to
allow the water to flow back down (under the force of gravity),
the water would expend its potential energy by converting it into
kinetic energy as it flows downward.] At height a, mass dm has
potential energy dw relative to the ground surface. Accordingly,
we can define a “gravitational voltage” Vab as
Vab

dw
=
.
dm

z=a
h
z=b

(a) Raising water from ground level at b to height a
_
e

a

+ +

_
e

(1.7a)

Thus, Vab is a measure of the potential energy change dw, per
differential mass dm, between heights a and b.
Next, we consider the electrical voltage associated with
the electrical force of attraction between charges of opposite
polarity. Let us examine the energy implications of polarizing
a hitherto neutral material, thereby establishing opposite
electrical polarities on its two ends. Suppose we have a piece of
material (such as a resistor) to which we connect two short wires
and label their end points a and b, as shown in Fig. 1-15(b). At
each point, we have two small metal plates, the combination of
which constitutes a capacitor. Starting out with an electrically
neutral structure, assume that we are able to detach an electron
from one of the atoms at point a and move it to point b. Moving
a negative charge from the (remaining) positively charged
atom against the attraction force between them requires the
expenditure of a certain amount of energy. Voltage is a measure
of this expenditure of energy relative to the amount of charge
involved, and it always involves two spatial locations:
 Voltage often is denoted υab to emphasize the fact that
it is the voltage difference between points a and b. 
The two points may be two locations in a circuit or any two
points in space.
Against this background, we now offer the following formal
definition for voltage:

υab
_
e

_ _

b

(b) Moving charge from a to b
Figure 1-15: Moving charge dq through the material in (b) is
analogous to raising mass dm in (a).

 The voltage υab between location a and location b is
the ratio of dw to dq, where dw is the energy in joules
(J) required to move (positive) charge dq from b to a (or
negative charge from a to b). 
That is,
υab =

dw
,
dq

(1.7b)

and the unit for voltage is the volt (V), named after the inventor
of the first battery, Alessandro Volta (1745–1827). Voltage also
is called potential difference. In terms of that terminology, if
υab has a positive value, it means that point a is at a potential
higher than that of point b. Accordingly, points a and b in
Fig. 1-15(b) are denoted with (+) and (−) signs, respectively.
If υab = 5 V, we often use the terminology: “The voltage rise
from b to a is 5 V,” or “The voltage drop from a to b is 5 V.”
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a
12 V

Circuit

a

=

−12 V

Circuit

b
(a)

b

V3 = 12 V
Node 3

12 V

R1

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

V1 = 6 V

R2

Node 1

+
_

R3

V2 = 4 V
Node 2

R4

(b)
Node 4

Figure 1-16: In (a), with the (+) designation at node a,

V4 = 0

Vab = 12 V. In (b), with the (+) designation at node b,
Vba = −12 V, which is equivalent to Vab = 12 V. [That is,
Vab = −Vba .]

Just as 5 A of current flowing from a to b in a circuit
conveys the same information as −5 A flowing in the opposite
direction, a similar analogy applies to voltage. Thus, the two
representations in Fig. 1-16 convey the same information with
regard to the voltage between terminals a and b. Also, the terms
dc and ac defined earlier for current apply to voltage as well.
A constant voltage is called a dc voltage and a sinusoidally
time-varying voltage is called an ac voltage.
Ground
Let us look again at the water and circuit analogies in
Fig. 1-15. We originally considered only a very localized
potential difference as we pumped the water up into the tank.
But its total potential energy (the ability to create water pressure
in your shower!) is different if this tank is on a hill or in a valley.
In order to design a water system for a city, we have to define
some location to be the real “ground” point from which all
other heights are measured. For convenience, this is typically
the lowest elevation in the terrain.
Similarly, for the electrical system we originally considered
only a very localized potential difference as we moved electric
charge from one plate of the capacitor to the other. But the
potential of such a capacitor (the ability to turn on a light bulb)
depends not only on how much energy it has, but also on how
and where it is connected in the rest of the circuit. In order to
design an electrical system, we have to define some location to
be the real “ground” location from which all other voltages are
calculated. For convenience, this is typically the lowest voltage
in the system. For mobile systems, this is usually the chassis
or metal structure (called chassis ground), and for buildings
and fixed systems, this is typically the Earth ground (usually
physical rods or poles are buried in the dirt near the structure).
Since by definition voltage is not an absolute quantity but
rather the difference in electric potential between two locations,
it is often convenient to select a reference point in the circuit,

Voltage reference (ground)
(a) Ground = Node 4

V3 = 6 V
Node 3

12 V

+
_

R1

V1 = 0

Voltage reference
R2

Node 1
R3

V2 = −2 V
Node 2

R4

Node 4
V4 = −6 V
(b) Ground = Node 1
Figure 1-17: Ground is any point in the circuit selected to serve
as a reference point for all points in the circuit.

label it ground, and then define the voltage at any point in the
circuit with respect to that ground point. Thus, when we say that
the voltage V1 at node 1 in Fig. 1-17(a) is 6 V, we mean that the
potential difference between node 1 and the ground reference
point (node 4) is 6 V, which is equivalent to having assigned
the ground node a voltage of zero. Also, since V1 = 6 V and
V2 = 4 V, it follows that
V12 = V1 − V2 = 6 − 4 = 2 V.
The voltage at node 3 is V3 = 12 V, relative to node 4. This is
because nodes 3 and 4 are separated by a 12 V voltage source
with its (+) terminal next to node 3 and (−) terminal next to
node 4.
Had we chosen a node other than node 4 as our ground node,
node voltages V1 to V4 would have had entirely different values
(see Example 1-4). The takeaway message is:
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 Node voltages are defined relative to a specific
reference (ground) node whose voltage is assigned a
voltage of zero. If a different node is selected as ground,
the values of the node voltages may change to reflect the
fact that the reference node has changed. 
Voltage difference is defined between any two nodes. It is
often denoted with two subscripts, as in V12 = V1 − V2 , where
V1 and V2 are the voltages at nodes 1 and 2, with both defined
to a common reference (ground).

Volts

Voltmeter

+
Vs _

In Fig. 1-17(a), node 4 was selected as the ground node.
Suppose node 1 is selected as the ground node instead, as shown
in Fig. 1-17(b). Use the information in Fig. 1-17(a) to determine
node voltages V2 to V4 when defined relative to V1 at node 1.
Solution: In the circuit of Fig. 1-17(a), V2 is 2 V lower
in level than V1 (4 V compared to 6 V). Hence, in the new
configuration in Fig. 1-17(b), V2 will still be 2 V lower
than V1 , and since V1 = 0, it follows that V2 = −2 V. Similarly,
V3 = 6 V and V4 = −6 V.
To summarize:
=
=
=
=

node 4 = ground
6V
4V
12 V
0V

R

1

2

I

Ammeter

(a) Voltmeter and ammeter connections

Example 1-4: Node Voltages

V1
V2
V3
V4

Amps

V12

node 1 = ground
0
−2 V
6V
−6 V

When a circuit is constructed in a laboratory, the chassis
often is used as the common ground point—in which case it
is called chassis ground. As discussed later in Section 10-1,
in a household electrical network, outlets are connected to
three wires—one of which is called Earth ground because it is
connected to the physical ground next to the house.

Node Va
Vs

+
_

R1
Node Vb
R2

Measures
Vab

Measures Va
(relative to
ground)

(b) Voltmeters connected to measure voltage difference
Vab and node voltage Va (relative to ground)
Figure 1-18: An ideal voltmeter measures the voltage
difference between two points (such as nodes 1 and 2 in (a))
without interfering with the circuit (i.e., no current runs through
the voltmeter). Similarly, an ideal ammeter measures the current
magnitude and direction with no voltage drop across itself. In (b),
one voltmeter is used to measure voltage difference Vab and
another to measure node voltage Va . Note the polarity of the
meters. The red leads are connected to the + terminals of the
voltages or currents, and the black leads are connected to the −
terminals of the voltages or currents. For the voltmeter, the red
port on the left is (+) and the black port in the center is (−), and
for the ammeter the red port on the right is the (+).

Measuring voltage and current
The voltmeter is the standard instrument used to measure the
voltage difference between two points in a circuit. To measure
V12 in the circuit of Fig. 1-18, we connect the (+) red terminal
of the voltmeter to terminal 1 and the (−) black terminal to
terminal 2 in parallel with V12 . To measure a node voltage,
we connect the (+) red terminal to the node and the (−) black
terminal to the ground node. Connecting the voltmeter to the
circuit does not require any changes to the circuit, and in the
ideal case, the presence of the voltmeter has no effect on any of

the voltages and currents associated with the circuit. In reality,
the voltmeter has to extract some current from the circuit in
order to perform the voltage measurement, but the voltmeter is
designed such that the amount of extracted current is so small
as to have a negligible effect on the circuit.
To measure the current flowing through a wire, it is necessary
to insert an ammeter in series in that path, as illustrated by
Fig. 1-18(a). The ammeter is connected so that positive current
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I12 = 0
Open circuit
1

V

+
_

2
R1

V34 = 0
Short circuit
3

t = t0

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

SPST switches
t = t0

4
R2

Switch initially open,
then closes at t = t0

Switch initially closed,
then opens at t = t0
(a)
1

Figure 1-19: Open circuit between terminals 1 and 2, and short
circuit between terminals 3 and 4.

SPDT switch

t = t0
2

flows from the (+) red lead to the (−) black lead. The voltage
drop across an ideal ammeter is zero.

(b) Switch initially connected to terminal 1,
then moved to terminal 2 at t = t0

Open and short circuits
 An open circuit refers to the condition of path
discontinuity (infinite resistance) between two points. No
current can flow through an open circuit, regardless of the
voltage across it. 
The path between terminals 1 and 2 in Fig. 1-19 is an open
circuit.
 In contrast, a short circuit constitutes the condition of
complete path continuity (with zero electrical resistance)
between two points, such as between terminals 3 and 4 in
Fig. 1-19. 

 No voltage drop occurs across a short circuit, regardless
of the magnitude of the current flowing through it. 
Switches
Switches come in many varieties, depending on the intended
function. They can be manual (such as an ordinary household
light switch) or electrically controlled by a voltage or current
(such as a circuit breaker). The simple ON/OFF switch depicted
in Fig. 1-20(a) is known as a single-pole single-throw (SPST)
switch. The ON (closed) position acts like a short circuit,
allowing current to flow while extracting no voltage drop across
the switch’s terminals; the OFF (open) position acts like an
open circuit. The specific time t = t0 denoted below or above
the switch (Fig. 1-20(a)) refers to the time t0 at which it opens
or closes.

Figure 1-20: (a) Single-pole single-throw (SPST) and
(b) single-pole double-throw (SPDT) switches.

If the purpose of the switch is to combine two switching
functions so as to connect a common terminal to either of
two other terminals, then we need to use the single-pole
double-throw (SPDT) switch illustrated in Fig. 1-20(b). Before
t = t0 , the common terminal is connected to terminal 1; then at
t = t0 , that connection ceases (becomes open), and it is replaced
with a connection between the common terminal and terminal 2.

1-5.2

Power

The circuit shown in Fig. 1-21(a) consists of a battery and a
light bulb connected by an SPST switch in the open position.
No current flows through the open circuit, but the battery
has a voltage Vbat across it, due to the excess positive and
negative charges it has at its two terminals. After the switch
is closed at t = 5 s, as indicated in Fig. 1-21(b), a current I
will flow through the circuit along the indicated direction. The
battery’s excess positive charges flow from its positive terminal
downward through the light bulb towards the battery’s negative
terminal, and (since current direction is defined to coincide with
the direction of flow of positive charge) the current direction is
as indicated in the figure.
The consequences of current flow through the circuit are: (1)
The battery acts as a supplier of power and (2) The light bulb
acts as a recipient of power, which gets absorbed by its filament,
causing it to heat up and glow, resulting in the conversion of
electrical power into light and heat.
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Passive Sign Convention
Switch open

i

+

Vbat _

p>0
p<0

(a)

υ
Device
p = υi
power delivered to device
power supplied by device

Note that i direction is defined as entering
(+) side of υ.

I

Figure 1-22: Passive sign convention.

Switch closes at t = 5 s

+
+

Vbat _

Vbulb

or simply

_

p = υi

(W).

(1.9)

(b)
Consistent with the passive sign convention:
Figure 1-21: Current flow through a resistor (light-bulb
filament) after closing the witch.

 A power supply, such as a battery, offers a voltage rise
across it as we follow the current from the terminal at
which it enters (denoted with a (−) sign) to the terminal
from which it leaves (denoted with a (+) sign). In contrast,
a power recipient (such as a light bulb) exhibits a voltage
drop across its corresponding terminals. This set of
assignments of voltage polarities relative to the direction
of current flow for devices generating power versus those
consuming power is known as the passive sign convention
(Fig. 1-22). We will adhere to it throughout the book. 
Our next task is to establish an expression for the power p
delivered to or received by an electrical device. By definition,
power is the time rate of change of energy,
dw
p=
dt

(W),

(1.8)

and its unit is the watt (W), named after the Scottish engineer
and inventor James Watt (1736–1819), who is credited with the
development of the steam engine from an embryonic stage into
a viable and efficient source of power. Using Eqs. (1.3) and
(1.7b), we can rewrite Eq. (1.8) as
p=

dw
dw dq
=
·
dt
dq dt

 The power delivered to a device is equal to the voltage
across it multiplied by the current entering through its (+)
voltage terminal. 
For example, a 100 W light bulb in a 120 V household electrical
system draws 0.83 A of current.
If the algebraic value of p is negative, then the device is a
supplier of energy. For an isolated electric circuit composed of
multiple elements, the law of conservation of power requires
that the algebraic sum of power for the entire circuit be always
zero. That is, for a circuit with n elements,
n


pk = 0,

(1.10)

k=1

which means that the total power supplied by the circuit always
must equal the total power absorbed by it.
Power supplies are sometimes assigned ratings to describe
their capacities to deliver energy. A battery may be rated as
having an output capacity of 200 ampere-hours (Ah) at 9 volts,
which means that it can deliver a current I over a period of
time T (measured in hours) such that I T = 200 Ah, and it
can do so while maintaining a voltage of 9 V. Alternatively, its
output capacity may be expressed as 1.8 kilowatt-hours (kWh),
which represents the total amount of energy it can supply,
namely W = V I T (with T in hours).
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Technology Brief 2
Voltage: How Big Is Big?
Electrical voltage plays a central role in all of our electrical
circuits, our bodies, and many other effects seen in the
natural world. Table TT2-1 gives some perspective on
really little and really big voltages.

Big Voltages: Lightning
Lightning begins with clouds and the water cycle.
Storm clouds have tremendous amounts of turbulent air
(updrafts and downdrafts). This results in a thunderhead,
a cumulonimbus cloud that has the typical vertical shape
we all associate with a storm coming on. These clouds
can build quite suddenly from otherwise mild skies, thus
bringing on the classic afternoon thunderstorm. Freezing
and collisions of the water particles in the cloud break
some of the electrons away from the particles, making the
storm clouds positively charged at the top and negatively
charged at the bottom (Fig. TF2-1). This creates a voltage

TECHNOLOGY BRIEF 2: VOLTAGE: HOW BIG IS BIG?

Table TT2-1: A wide range of voltage levels.
Bird standing on a power line
(foot to foot)
Neuron action potential
Cardiac action potential
AA battery
TTL digital logic gates
Residential electricity (US)
High voltage lines
Static electricity
Lightning

10 mV
55 mV
100 mV
1.5 V
5V
110 V / 220 V
110 kV +
20 to 25 kV
1 billion volts

difference, similar to a battery, with values around a billion
volts!
Like a battery, these charges cannot just travel through
the air, because air is a good insulator. Normally, a
wire or other metal conductor would be needed in
order to carry the current from a battery. Not so with
lightning. The separation of charges (voltage difference)
creates an electric field. When the electric field is high

Figure TF2-1: Turbulent air causes negative charges to build up on the bottom of cumulonimbus clouds, separated from the
positive charges on the top. The negative charges attract positive charges from the Earth, which move to the top of tall objects.
A lightning strike can occur between the negative cloud and positive Earth charges.
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enough (around 3 MV/m), the air breaks down and partially
ionizes. This means it changes from an insulator (that
cannot conduct electricity) to a conductor (that can).
The air breakdown creates ozone, and the “fresh
air” smell associated with lightning storms. The path
of ionized air is called a step leader. The negative
charges on the bottom of the cloud begin drawing
positive charge towards the Earth’s surface. The positive
charges are pulled as close to the negative cloud
charges as possible. They concentrate on the tops
of things that are tall, like trees, golfers, farmers on
their tractors, and hikers in the mountains. These
positive charges create streamers, reaching towards
the negative cloud charges. When a positive streamer
and a negative step leader meet, they can form a
complete path (like a wire) for lightning to travel from
the cloud to the ground (other types of lightning follow
a slightly different process). Silently, the lightning strike
occurs.
But the ionized air is only a partial conductor. When the
current of lightning passes through the resistive air, the
air heats up and expands so much and so quickly that
it causes a shock wave that produces a sound wave to
radiate away from the strike path. That’s thunder.
What should you do if a lightning storm approaches?
First, go indoors if you can, and stay away from water lines
and electrical appliances. Unplug sensitive electronics.
Lightning may strike the building, but the currents will pass
through the walls or the electrical system, to ground. If you
are outdoors, avoid high places, move off the ridges and
into draws and lowlands.
Also stay away from high, pointy things (such as tall
trees, flag poles, and raised golf clubs). Objects that are
pointy will concentrate the charge (and create a stronger
streamer) than things that are smooth and rounded.
Lightning rods use this principle to protect buildings and
structures. The lightning rod produces a much stronger
streamer than the rest of the building, so it is more
likely to be struck. The current from the lightning bolt can
then (hopefully safely) go down the cable to a ground
rod buried under the building. Figure TF2-2 shows an
example on the old rock church at Sleepy Hollow. Every
chimney and the weather vane on the steeple has a
separate lightning rod and cable. People and animals
also make good lightning rods. We are about 2/3 salt
water, which is a pretty good conductor, and we are tall
and pointy, similar to a lightning rod. Thus, people (and
other animals) are very capable of sending up positive
streamers that attract negative step leaders. Consider
your profile if you are golfing, hiking, horseback riding,

31

Figure TF2-2: Lightning rod and grounding cable on Old
Rock Church at Sleepy Hollow, New York. The lightning
rod attracts the strike by concentrating charges at its tip.
The cable shunts the current to ground, carrying it on the
outside of the (rock) church, rather than on the inside
where materials (wood, plaster, etc.) are more flammable.
The cable is large enough in diameter to carry the current
without burning, although it will still be hot to the touch after
a lightning strike.

riding on a tractor or mower. In all cases, you are the
tallest thing around. Golfers and farmers on tractors have
some of the highest incidences of lightning strikes. So,
avoid being a lightning rod. Avoid being the tallest thing
around.
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Figure TF2-3: Radial, dendritic pattern of scorched grass caused by lightning strike of golf course pin flag. [From National
Geographic, Colton, 1950.]

The most common cause of lightning injury is not
a direct strike, but the ground current. When lightning
strikes, it brings negative charges from the cloud down
to the positively charged Earth. It then spreads those
charges until all of the negative lightning charges are
combined with positive Earth charges. Some of the
charge spreads over the surface of the ground. (See for
example the pattern on the ground by the golf flag in
Fig.TF2-3.) Some current also penetrates deeper into the
Earth. The charges spreading on the surface of the Earth
are called ground currents, and they are real currents that
can cause injury.

Electrical Safety
Electrical safety is a function of the current that goes
through your body. From Ohm’s Law we know that
I = V /R, so the current depends on the voltage and
resistance. The voltage depends on the source (see
Table TT2-1). The resistance depends on how you
connect to the voltage source—did you touch it with a dry
finger, a sweaty shoulder, or were you walking across a
wet field when lightning produced a ground current? Were
you wearing rubber soled tennis shoes or golf shoes with
metal cleats?
The minimum current a human can feel (the threshold
of sensation) depends on the frequency and whether
the current is ac, dc, or pulsed. Most people can feel
5 mA at dc or 1 mA at household 60 Hz ac. This

is generally considered benign, although most people
are not comfortable with the sensation. You will feel
a mildly painful current if you briefly touch a 9 V
battery to your tongue. A more dangerous condition
occurs around 10 mA when the muscles lock up and
cannot release an electrified object. This is the “let go
threshold” and is a criterion in electrical regulations
for shock hazard. Additional risk is associated with
sensitive organs, particularly those that are controlled
by electrical signals such as the heart and brain. As
little as 10 μV applied directly to the heart can cause
fibrillation. Typical voltages used to deliberately pace
the heart with internal defibrillators or pace makers are
−100 to 35 mV. You might have noticed a change
in units from current to voltage in this description.
Some disciplines use voltage, others use current,
mainly due to what they find easiest to measure. We
know they are related via Ohm’s law, although more
information is always needed to define the resistance
and the specific conditions under which it is assumed,
calculated, or measured. The ANSI/IEEE Standard 801986 uses 1 k for the body resistance. Adding dry
shoes and standing on dry ground, the total resistance
is 5–10 k.
Current flow requires two contact points (a node
where the current enters the body and a node where it
leaves). The resistance R is made up of a combination
of series and parallel resistances between these two
nodes. For example, in the case of lightning-induced
ground current, the current will typically enter one foot,
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Current Ibody
A

l

Vstrike = 100 kV
Current Iground

10 kV
9

8

7

Voltage =

6

5

4

r

Vstrike
1
2

4
3

πr3

Figure TF2-4: Current path from a lightning strike.

travel through the body, and exit through the other foot.
The total resistance will be the sum of resistance from
one shoe (Rshoe ), the series and parallel resistances
as the current travels through the body to the other
foot (Rbody ), and the resistance of the other shoe
(Rshoe ). The total resistance R = Rshoe + Rbody + Rshoe
(see Fig. TF2-4). There is another resistance here too,
the resistance through the ground, which is parallel
to R, and it is controlled by soil type and moisture
content.
The resistance between the source of the current
and the body is often called the contact resistance
(in this case, it is Rshoe ). In applications where you
want to maximize the current in the body or other
object (such as reading the voltages from the heart with
an electromyogram (EMG)), you want to minimize the
contact resistance. This is often done by using large,
conducting electrodes to connect to the body, and placing
conductive gels between the electrode and the body. In
applications where you want to minimize the current in the
body (such as protection from electric shock), you want
to maximize the contact resistance. This can be done by
minimizing the surface area of the body in contact with
the current source and making sure the contact area
is dry and insulating (for instance wearing rubber-soled
shoes).
Electrical engineers protect people, buildings, circuits,
etc., in several ways. Preventing contact between the

source and a person or animal can be done with locked
buildings and fences, warning signs, and insulators as
simple as rubber handles on tools and fiberglass (rather
than aluminum) ladders. Circuit protection devices such
as circuit breakers and fuses limit the current by tripping
(opening the circuit up) if the current exceeds their
maximum rating. In circuit breakers, a bimetal junction
heats up when current passes through the element.
One metal heats up faster than the other, bending/
breaking away and disconnecting the circuit. Fuses
use a thin metal filament that burns away when its
current rating is exceeded, opening the circuit. Current
limiting resistors in series with other circuit elements
such as potentiometers prevent the resistance from
going to zero, thereby preventing large currents. Current
limiting devices are effective within moderate ranges
of voltage, but very high voltages such as lightning
can simply “jump the gaps” even when the circuit is
opened up. Rather than trying to simply “stop” the current,
protection from very high currents typically relies on
shunting the current away from more sensitive circuits,
sending it straight to ground. The lightning rod/cable
system is one example of this. The cable is a short
circuit straight to ground and is sized large enough to
carry these very large currents without melting. Other
lightning protection circuits use bypass capacitors or
various types of filters in parallel with the circuit being
protected.
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Example 1-5: Conservation of Power

For each of the two circuits shown in Fig. 1-23, determine how
much power is being delivered to each device and whether it is
a power supplier or recipient.

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

0.2 A

12 V

Solution: (a) For the circuit in Fig. 1-23(a), the current
entering the (+) terminal of the device is 0.2 A. Hence, the
power P (where we use an uppercase letter because both the
current and voltage are dc) is:

+
_

Device

12 V

(a)
P = V I = 12 × 0.2 = 2.4 W,

Device 1
and since P > 0, the device is a recipient of power. As we
know, the law of conservation of power requires that if the
device receives 2.4 W of power, then the battery has to deliver
exactly that same amount of power. For the battery, the current
entering its (+) terminal is −0.2 A (because 0.2 A of current is
shown leaving that terminal), so according to the passive sign
convention, the power that would be absorbed by the battery
(had it been a passive device) is

18 V
12 V

+
_

6V

(b) For device 1 in Fig. 1-23(b), the current entering its (+)
terminal is 3 A. Hence,
P1 = V1 I1 = 18 × 3 = 54 W,
and the device is a power recipient.
For device 2,

Device 2

(b)

Pbat = 12(−0.2) = −2.4 W.
The fact that Pbat is negative is confirmation that the battery
is indeed a supplier of power.

3A

Figure 1-23: Circuits for Example 1-5.

Example 1-6: Energy Consumption

A resistor connected to a 100 V dc power supply was consuming
20 W of power until the switch was turned off, after which the
voltage decayed exponentially to zero. If t = 0 is defined as the
time at which the switch was turned to the off position and if
the subsequent voltage variation is given by
υ(t) = 100e−2t V

for t ≥ 0

P2 = V2 I2 = (−6) × 3 = −18 W,

(where t is in seconds), determine the total amount of energy
consumed by the resistor after the switch was turned off.

and the device is a supplier of power (because P2 is negative).
By way of confirmation, the power associated with the battery
is

Solution: Before t = 0, the current flowing through the
resistor was I = P /V = 20/100 = 0.2 A. Hence, the resistance R of the resistor is
R=

Pbat = 12(−3) = −36 W,

V
100
=
= 500 ,
I
0.2

and the current variation after the switch was turned off is
thereby satisfying the law of conservation of power, which
requires the net power of the overall circuit to be exactly zero.

i(t) =

υ(t)
= 0.2e−2t A
R

for t ≥ 0.
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The instantaneous power is
p(t) = υ(t) · i(t) = (100e−2t )(0.2e−2t ) = 20e−4t W.
We note that the power decays at a rate (e−4t ) much faster
than the rate for current and voltage (e−2t ). The total energy
dissipated in the resistor after engaging the switch is obtained
by integrating p(t) from t = 0 to infinity (the integral equation
form of Eq. (1.8)), namely
∞

∞
p(t) dt =

W =
0

20e−4t dt = −

20 −4t ∞
e  = 5 J.
0
4

0

1-6.1

Concept Question 1-10: Explain how node voltage

relates to voltage difference. To what do the (+) and (−)
leads of the voltmeter connect to in each case?

Exercise 1-6: If a positive current is flowing through a

resistor from its terminal a to its terminal b, is υab positive
or negative?
Answer: υab > 0. (See

with idealized characteristics. The equivalent circuit offers a
circuit behavior that closely resembles the behavior of the actual
electronic circuit or device over a certain range of specified
conditions, such as the range of input signal level or output
load resistance. The set of basic elements commonly used in
circuit analysis include voltage and current sources; passive
elements (which include resistors, capacitors, and inductors);
and various types of switches. The basic attributes of switches
were covered in Section 1-5.1. The nomenclature and current–
voltage relationships associated with the other two groups are
the subject of this section.

C3

)

Exercise 1-7: A certain device has a voltage difference

of 5 V across it. If 2 A of current is flowing through it
from its (−) voltage terminal to its (+) terminal, is the
device a power supplier or a power recipient, and how
much energy does it supply or receive in 1 hour?
Answer: P = V I = 5(−2) = −10 W. Hence, the

device is a power supplier. Since p(t) = (not timevarying), |W | = |P | t = 36 kJ. (See C3 )

Exercise 1-8: A car radio draws 0.5 A of dc current when

connected to a 12 V battery. How long does it take for the
radio to consume 1.44 kJ?
Answer: 4 minutes. (See

C3

)

1-6 Circuit Elements
Electronic circuits used in functional systems employ a wide
range of circuit elements, including transistors and integrated
circuits. The operation of most electronic circuits and devices—
no matter how complex—can be modeled (represented) in
terms of an equivalent circuit composed of basic elements

i–υ Relationship

The relationship between the current flowing through a device
and the voltage across it defines the fundamental operation of
that device. As was stated earlier, Ohm’s law states that the
current i entering into the (+) terminal of the voltage υ across
a resistor is given by
υ
i=
.
R
This is called the i–υ relationship for the resistor. We note
that the resistor exhibits a linear i–υ relationship, meaning
that i and υ always vary in a proportional manner, as shown
in Fig. 1-24(a), so long as R remains constant. A circuit
composed exclusively of elements with linear i–υ responses
is called a linear circuit. The linearity property of a circuit
is an underlying requirement for the various circuit analysis
techniques presented in this and future chapters. Diodes
and transistors exhibit nonlinear i–υ relationships. To apply
the analysis techniques specific to linear circuits to circuits
containing nonlinear devices, we can represent those devices in
terms of linear subcircuits that contain dependent sources. The
concept of a dependent source and how it is used is introduced
in Section 1-6.4.

1-6.2

Independent Voltage Source

An ideal, independent voltage source provides a specified
voltage across its terminals, independent of the type of load
or circuit connected to it (so long as it is not a short circuit).
Hence, for a voltage source with a specified voltage Vs , its i–υ
relationship is given by
υ = Vs

for any i  = ∞.

The i–υ profile of an ideal voltage source is a vertical line, as
illustrated in Fig. 1-24(b).
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i

υ
i= R

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

Rs
Resistor
1
Slope = R

υs

+
_

RL

υ

Realistic voltage source
Load
(a) Realistic voltage source connected to load RL

(a)
i

υ = Vs
Ideal voltage source

Is
Vs

i = Is
Ideal current source

Rs

RL

υ

Realistic current source
Load
(b) Realistic current source connected to load RL

(b)

Figure 1-25: (a) A realistic voltage source has a nonzero series
resistance Rs , which can be replaced with a short circuit if Rs
is much smaller than the load resistance RL . (b) A realistic
current source has a nonzero parallel resistance Rs , which can
be replaced with an open circuit if Rs  RL .

υs
υs = αυx

is

VCVS
Slope = α
υx

(c)

Figure 1-24: i–υ relationships for (a) an ideal resistor, (b) ideal,
independent current and voltage sources, and (c) a dependent,
voltage-controlled voltage source (VCVS).

The circuit symbol used for independent sources is a
circle, as shown in Table 1-5, although for dc voltage
sources the traditional “battery” symbol is used as well. A
household electrical outlet connected through an electrical
power-distribution network to a hydroelectric- or nuclearpower generating station provides continuous power at an
approximately constant voltage level. Hence, it may be
classified appropriately as an independent voltage source. On a
shorter time scale, a flashlight’s 9-volt battery may be regarded
as an independent voltage source, but only until its stored charge
has been used up by the light bulb. Thus, strictly speaking, a
battery is a storage device (not a generator), but we tend to treat
it as a generator so long as it acts like a constant voltage source.
In reality, no sources can provide the performance
specifications ascribed to ideal sources. If a 5 V voltage source

is connected across a short circuit, for example, we run into
a serious problem of ambiguity. From the standpoint of the
source, the voltage is 5 V, but by definition, the voltage
across the short circuit is zero. How can it be both zero and
5 V simultaneously? The answer resides in the fact that our
description of the ideal voltage source breaks down in this
situation. Most often, in such cases, the circuit malfunctions as
well. Short-circuiting a battery will draw more current than the
battery is intended to provide, thereby overheating it, damaging
it, and possibly causing a fire or explosion.
 A more realistic model for a voltage source includes an
internal series resistor, as shown in Fig. 1-25(a). 
A real voltage source (which may have an elaborate
circuit configuration) behaves like a combination of an
equivalent, ideal voltage source υs in series with an equivalent
resistance Rs . Usually, the voltage source is designed such that
its series resistance Rs is much smaller than the resistance values
of the types of loads it is intended to energize. Under such a
condition, Rs becomes inconsequential and can be ignored, in
which case the realistic voltage source behaves approximately
the same as an ideal voltage source.
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Table 1-5: Voltage and current sources.

Independent Sources
Ideal Voltage Source

Realistic Voltage Source

Rs
Vs

+
-

Vs

or

Battery

+

+_
−

υs

dc source

+

+_
−

Realistic Current Source

Rs

is

is

dc source

+

+
-_
Any source

Any source*

Ideal Current Source

Is

υs

Any source

Any source

Dependent Sources
Voltage-Controlled Voltage Source (VCVS)

+
<

υs = αυx

Current-Controlled Voltage Source (CCVS)

+
<

υs = rix

Voltage-Controlled Current Source (VCCS)

is = gυx

Current-Controlled Current Source (CCCS)

is = βix

Note: α, g, r, and β are constants; υx and ix are a specific voltage and a specific current elsewhere in the
circuit. ∗ Lowercase υ and i represent voltage and current sources that may or may not be time-varying,
whereas uppercase V and I denote dc sources.

1-6.3

Independent Current Source

Based on our common experience with stand-alone chemical
batteries used in cars, flashlights, and other systems, we readily
accept the notion of an electric circuit acting like a voltage
source by providing at its output terminals a specified voltage
level Vs . By contrast, there is no such thing as a “current battery,”
one that provides a constant current to flow through the load

connected to its terminals. Nevertheless, we can build an electric
circuit that behaves like a current source. An ideal, independent
current source provides a specified current flowing through it,
regardless of the voltage across it (except when connected to
an open circuit). Its i–υ relationship is
i = Is

for any υs = ∞.
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The i–υ profile of an ideal current source is a horizontal line,
as shown in Fig. 1-24(b). A current source may be built from a
voltage source with a current limiter, so long as the voltage
source can supply the desired current independently of the
attached load.
In the same way that a realistic voltage source consists of
an ideal voltage source in series with a resistor Rs , a realistic
current source consists of an ideal current source is in parallel
with a resistor Rs (Fig. 1-25(b)). In a well-designed current
source, Rs is very large, thereby extracting from the current
source a very small fraction in comparison to the current that
flows into the load.

to determine VL at (a) room temperature (20 ◦ C) and (b) in
Antarctica at −40 ◦ C.
Solution: (a) From the plot in Fig. 1-26(b), Rs ≈ 0.15  at
T = 20 ◦ C. Hence,

VL =

Vs

+
_

Rs

AA battery
(a) Battery circuit


VL =

RL

+
_

VL

Load

Battery resistance Rs (Ω)

Rs
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
T (˚C)
20
40
0
−20
Temperature (˚C)
(b) Temperature profile of Rs of AA battery

0
−40

Figure 1-26: Circuit and temperature profile of battery’s Rs of
Example 1-7.

10
0.15 + 10


× 1.5 = 1.4778 V,

which is within 1.5% of Vs = 1.5 V.
(b) At T = −40 ◦ C, Rs = 0.9 . Hence,

Example 1-7: AA Battery

The circuit shown in Fig. 1-26(a) represents an AA battery, with
voltage Vs and internal resistance Rs , connected to a light bulb
represented by a load resistance RL = 10 . If Vs = 1.5 V and
independent of ambient temperature, and Rs is as profiled in
Fig. 1-26(b), use the voltage division equation (which will be
derived later in Chapter 2) given by


RL
Vs
VL =
Rs + R L

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

10
0.9 + 10


× 1.5 = 1.376 V.

In this case, ignoring Rs altogether would lead to an error
of about 8%. At low temperatures, batteries are less efficient
and often cease to provide the desired voltage and current, as
anyone whose car battery has “died” on a cold winter day has
discovered.

1-6.4

Dependent Sources

As alluded to in the opening paragraph of Section 1-6, we often
use equivalent circuits to model the behavior of transistors and
other electronic devices. The ability to represent complicated
devices by equivalent circuits composed of basic elements
greatly facilitates not only the circuit analysis process but
the design process as well. Such circuit models incorporate
the relationships between various parts of the device through
the use of a set of artificial sources known as dependent
sources. The voltage level of a dependent voltage source is
defined in terms of a specific voltage or current elsewhere in
the circuit. An example of circuit equivalence is illustrated
in Fig. 1-27. In part (a) of the figure, we have a Model 741
operational amplifier (op amp), denoted by the triangular
circuit symbol, used in a simple amplifier circuit intended to
provide a voltage amplification factor of −2; that is, the output
voltage υ0 = −2υs , where υs is the input signal voltage. The op
amp, which we will examine later in Chapter 4, is an electronic
device with a complex architecture composed of transistors,
resistors, capacitors, and diodes, but in practice, its circuit
behavior can be represented by a rather simple circuit consisting
of two resistors (input resistor Ri and output resistor Ro ) and a
dependent voltage source, as shown in Fig. 1-27(b). The voltage
υ2 on the right-hand side of the circuit in Fig. 1-27(b) is given
by υ2 = Aυi , where A is a very large constant (> 104 ) and υi
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30 kΩ
30 kΩ
15 kΩ

Ro = 75 Ω

15 kΩ

_

Op-amp
equivalent

741
+
υs

+
_

Op amp

υo

υs

+
_

(a) Op-amp circuit

υi

Ri = 3 MΩ

+
_ υ2 = Aυi

υo

(b) Equivalent circuit with dependent voltage source

Figure 1-27: An operational amplifier is a complex device, but its circuit behavior can be represented in terms of a simple equivalent
circuit that includes a dependent voltage source.

is the voltage across the resistor Ri located on the left-hand
side of the equivalent circuit. In this case, the magnitude of
υ2 always depends on the magnitude of υi , which depends in
turn on the input signal voltage υs and on the values chosen for
some of the resistors in the circuit. Since the controlling quantity
υi is a voltage, υ2 is called a voltage-controlled voltage source
(VCVS). Had the controlling quantity been a current source, the
dependent source would have been called a current-controlled
voltage source (CCVS) instead. A parallel analogy exists for
voltage-controlled and current-controlled current sources.
 The characteristic symbol for a dependent source is the
diamond (Table 1-5). 
Proportionality constant α in Table 1-5 relates voltage to
voltage. Hence, it is dimensionless, as is β, since it relates
current to current. Constants g and r have units of (A/V)
and (V/A), respectively. Because dependent sources are
characterized by linear relationships, so are their i–υ profiles.
An example is shown in Fig. 1-24(c) for the VCVS.

5Ω

10 V

+
_

2Ω

+
_

I1

V1 = 4I1

Figure 1-28: Circuit for Example 1-7.

The 10 V dc voltage is connected across the 2  resistor.
Hence, the current I1 along the designated direction is
I1 =

10
= 5 A.
2

Consequently,
V1 = 4I1 = 4 × 5 = 20 V.

Example 1-9: Switches
Example 1-8: Dependent Source

Find the magnitude of the voltage V1 of the dependent source
in Fig. 1-28. What type of source is it?
Solution: Since V1 depends on current I1 , it is a currentcontrolled voltage source with a coefficient of 4 V/A.

The circuit in Fig. 1-29 contains one SPDT switch that changes
position at t = 0, one SPST switch that opens at t = 0, and one
SPST switch that closes at t = 5 s. Generate circuit diagrams
that include only those elements that have current flowing
through them for (a) t < 0, (b) 0 ≤ t < 5 s, and (c) t ≥ 5 s.
Solution: See Fig. 1-30.
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R1

V0

Concept Question 1-11: What is the difference between

an SPST switch and an SPDT switch?

t=0

+

SPDT

−

R6
R7

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

R2

SPST

SPST
t=5s
t=0

R5

R3
Concept Question 1-12: What is the difference between

R4

an independent voltage source and a dependent voltage
source? Is a dependent voltage source a real source of
power?

Figure 1-29: Circuit for Example 1-9.

R1

Concept Question 1-13: What is an “equivalent-circuit”

model? How is it used?
V0

+
−

R6

R2
Exercise 1-9: Find Ix from the diagram in Fig. E1.9.

R7

2Ω
(a) t < 0

+ V1
5A

R1

V0

_

+
−

R3

C3

)

R4

R7
(b) 0 < t < 5 s

Exercise 1-10: In the circuit of Fig. E1.10, find I at (a)

t < 0 and (b) t > 0.

R1

+
−

V1
4

Figure E1.9
Answer: Ix = 2.5 A. (See

V0

Ix =

5Ω

I

SPDT
t=0

R3
R6

R5

R7
(c) t > 5 s

Figure 1-30: Solutions for circuit in Fig. 1-29.

12 V

+
_
3Ω

R4

4Ω

Figure E1.10
Answer: (a) I = 4 A, (b) I = 3 A. (See

C3

)
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Summary
Concepts
• Active devices (such as transistors and ICs) require an
external power source to operate; in contrast, passive
devices (resistors, capacitors, and inductors) do not.
• Analysis and synthesis (design) are complementary
processes.
• Current is related to charge by i = dq/dt; voltage
between locations a and b is υab = dw/dq, where dw
is the work (energy) required to move dq from b to a;
and power p = υi.
• Passive sign convention assigns i direction as entering

Mathematical and Physical Models
Ohm’s law

the (+) side of υ; if p > 0, the device is recipient
(consumer) of power, and if p < 0, it is a supplier of
power.
• Node voltage refers to the voltage difference between
the node and ground by selecting Vground = 0.
• Independent voltage and current sources are real
sources of energy; dependent sources are artificial
representations used in modeling the nonlinear behavior
of active devices (transistors and integrated circuits) in
terms of an equivalent linear circuit.

Passive sign convention

Current
i = dq/dt
Direction of i = direction of flow of (+) charge

p>0
p<0

t
Charge transfer

i dt

q(t) =
t2

Q = q(t2 ) − q(t1 ) =

power delivered to device
power supplied by device

∞

i dt
Energy

Voltage = potential energy difference per unit charge

ac
active device
Alexander Graham Bell
all-electronic computer
alternating current
ampere-hours
analysis
basic elements
branch
chassis ground
circuit
circuit diagram
conduction current
cumulative charge

Device
p = υi

Note that i direction is defined as entering
(+) side of υ.

−∞

t1

Important Terms

υ

i

i = υ/R

w=

p(t) dt
0

Provide definitions or explain the meaning of the following terms:
current-controlled
voltage source
dc
dependent voltage source
dependent source
design
device
dimension
direct current
drift
drift velocity
Earth ground
electric circuit
electric current

electron drift
electronic
electronic circuit
equivalent circuit
equivalent, ideal
voltage source
equivalent resistance
external
extraordinary node
functional block diagram
fundamental dimension
fundamental SI unit
ground
Guglielmo Marconi
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Important Terms (continued)
Heinrich Hertz
i–υ relationship
ideal, independent
current source
ideal, independent
voltage source
in parallel
in series
input/output
integrated circuit
International System of Units
ionized
kilowatt-hours
law of conservation of power
linear circuit
linear i–υ relationship
loop
mesh

net charge
nonplanar
Ohm’s law
op amp
open circuit
operational amplifier
ordinary node
passive device
passive sign convention
path
PCB layout
planar
potential difference
prefix
printed circuit board
printed conducting lines
real voltage source

PROBLEMS

1.3

realistic current source
response
secondary dimension
short circuit
single-pole single-throw
single-pole double-throw
stimulus
synthesis
system
Thomas Edison
transistor
transmission velocity
unit
voltage-controlled
voltage source
voltage drop
voltage rise

Convert:

(a) 16.3 m to mm
Sections 1-2 to 1-4: Dimensions, Charge, and Current

(b) 16.3 m to km
*(c) 4 × 10−6 μF (microfarad) to pF (picofarad)

1.1 Use appropriate multiple and submultiple prefixes to
express the following quantities:
(a) 3,620 watts (W)
*(b) 0.000004 amps (A)
(c) 5.2 × 10−6 ohms ()
*(d) 3.9 × 1011 volts (V)

(d) 2.3 ns to μs
(e) 3.6 × 107 V to MV
(f) 0.03 mA (milliamp) to μA
1.4

Convert:

(a) 4.2 m to μm

(e) 0.02 meters (m)

(b) 3 hours to μseconds

(f) 32 × 105 volts (V)

(c) 4.2 m to km

1.2 Use appropriate multiple and submultiple prefixes to
express the following quantities:
(a) 4.71 × 10−8 seconds (s)
(b) 10.3 × 108 watts (W)

(d) 173 nm to m
(e) 173 nm to μm
(f) 12 pF (picofarad) to F (farad)
1.5

For the circuit in Fig. P1.5:

(c) 0.00000000321 amps (A)

(a) Identify and label all distinct nodes.

(d) 0.1 meters (m)

(b) Which of those nodes are extraordinary nodes?

(e) 8,760,000 volts (V)

(c) Identify all combinations of 2 or more circuit elements that
are connected in series.

(f)
∗

3.16 × 10−16

hertz (Hz)

Answer(s) available in Appendix G.

(d) Identify pairs of circuit elements that are connected in
parallel.
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1Ω
+
16 V _

1.8

3Ω

(a) Identify and label all distinct nodes.

4Ω

2Ω

5Ω

(b) Which of those nodes are extraordinary nodes?
(c) Identify all combinations of 2 or more circuit elements that
are connected in series.

Figure P1.5: Circuit for Problem 1.5.

1.6

For the circuit in Fig. P1.8:

(d) Identify pairs of circuit elements that are connected in
parallel.

For the circuit in Fig. P1.6:

+
12 V _

(a) Identify and label all distinct nodes.
(b) Which of those nodes are extraordinary nodes?

(d) Identify pairs of circuit elements that are connected in
parallel.

+
12 V _

10 Ω
5Ω

30 Ω

20 Ω

15 Ω
Figure P1.8: Circuit for Problem 1.8.

4Ω
+
_ 8V

2Ω

40 Ω
60 Ω

(c) Identify all combinations of 2 or more circuit elements that
are connected in series.

4Ω

25 Ω

1.9

For the circuit in Fig. P1.9:

(a) Identify and label all distinct nodes.
(b) Which of those nodes are extraordinary nodes?

Figure P1.6: Circuit for Problem 1.6.

1.7

(c) Identify all combinations of 2 or more circuit elements that
are connected in series.
(d) Identify pairs of circuit elements that are connected in
parallel.

For the circuit in Fig. P1.7:

(a) Identify and label all distinct nodes.
(b) Which of those nodes are extraordinary nodes?

4A

(c) Identify all combinations of 2 or more circuit elements that
are connected in series.

3Ω

(d) Identify pairs of circuit elements that are connected in
parallel.

2Ω

6Ω
2Ω
+
_ 48 V

4Ω

1Ω
0.1 Ω
+
4V _

0.3 Ω

Figure P1.9: Circuit for Problem 1.9.

1Ω
1.10

0.2 Ω

0.4 Ω

For the circuit in Fig. P1.10:

(a) Identify and label all distinct nodes.
(b) Which of those nodes are extraordinary nodes?

Figure P1.7: Circuit for Problem 1.7.

(c) Identify all combinations of 2 or more circuit elements that
are connected in series.
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(d) Identify pairs of circuit elements that are connected in
parallel.

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

(a) q(t) = 3.6t mC
(b) q(t) = 5 sin(377t) μC
*(c) q(t) = 0.3[1 − e−0.4t ] pC

12 V

+ 10 Ω
4Ω
_

32 Ω
16 Ω

(d) q(t) = 0.2t sin(120π t) nC

8Ω
6Ω

Figure P1.10: Circuit for Problem 1.10.

1.15 Determine the current i(t) flowing through a certain
device if the cumulative charge that has flowed through it up to
time t is given by
(a) q(t) = −0.45t 3 μC
(b) q(t) = 12 sin2 (800π t) mC

1.11 For the circuit in Fig. P1.11:
(a) Identify and label all distinct nodes.
(b) Which of those nodes are extraordinary nodes?
(c) Identify all combinations of 2 or more circuit elements that
are connected in series.
(d) Identify pairs of circuit elements that are connected in
parallel.

(c) q(t) = −3.2 sin(377t) cos(377t) pC
*(d) q(t) = 1.7t[1 − e−1.2t ] nC
1.16 Determine the net charge Q that flowed through a
resistor over the specified time interval for each of the following
currents:
(a) i(t) = 0.36 A, from t = 0 to t = 3 s
*(b) i(t) = [40t + 8] mA, from t = 1 s to t = 12 s
(c) i(t) = 5 sin(4π t) nA, from t = 0 to t = 0.05 s
(d) i(t) = 12e−0.3t mA, from t = 0 to t = ∞

1Ω
3Ω

4Ω

(a) i(t) = [3t + 6t 3 ] mA, from t = 0 to t = 4 s

20 V
_

*(b) i(t) = 4 sin(40π t) cos(40π t)
t = 0.05 s

+

5Ω

2Ω

1.17 Determine the net charge Q that flowed through a
certain device over the specified time intervals for each of the
following currents:

6Ω

Figure P1.11: Circuit for Problem 1.11.

1.12 The total charge contained in a certain region of space
is −1 C. If that region contains only electrons, how many does
it contain?
*1.13 A certain cross section lies in the x–y plane. If 3 × 1020
electrons go through the cross section in the z direction in 4
seconds, and simultaneously 1.5 × 1020 protons go through
the same cross section in the negative z direction, what is the
magnitude and direction of the current flowing through the cross
section?
1.14 Determine the current i(t) flowing through a resistor if
the cumulative charge that has flowed through it up to time t is
given by

μA,

from

t =0

to

(c) i(t) = [4e−t − 3e−2t ] A, from t = 0 to t = ∞
(d) i(t) = 12e−3t cos(40π t) nA, from t = 0 to t = 0.05 s
1.18 If the current flowing through a wire is given by
i(t) = 3e−0.1t mA, how many electrons pass through the wire’s
cross section over the time interval from t = 0 to t = 0.3 ms?
1.19 The cumulative charge in mC that entered a certain
device is given by
⎧
⎪
⎨0
q(t) = 5t
⎪
⎩
60 − t

for t < 0,
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 10 s,
for 10 s ≤ t ≤ 60 s

(a) Plot q(t) versus t from t = 0 to t = 60 s.
(b) Plot the corresponding current i(t) entering the device.
*1.20 A steady flow resulted in 3 × 1015 electrons entering a
device in 0.1 ms. What is the current?
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1.21 Given that the current in (mA) flowing through a wire is
given by:
⎧
⎪
for t < 0
⎨0
i(t) = 6t
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 5 s
⎪
⎩ −0.6(t−5)
for t ≥ 5 s,
30e
(a) Sketch i(t) versus t.
(b) Sketch q(t) versus t.

1.24 The plot in Fig. P1.24 displays the cumulative charge
q(t) that has entered a certain device up to time t. Sketch a plot
of the corresponding current i(t).

q
20 C

1.22 The plot in Fig. P1.22 displays the cumulative amount
of charge q(t) that has entered a certain device up to time t.
What is the current at
(a) t = 1 s
*(b) t = 3 s
(c) t = 6 s

q(t)

0

1

2

t (s)
3

5

4

−20 C
Figure P1.24: q(t) for Problem 1.24.

Sections 1-5 and 1-6: Voltage, Power, and Circuit Elements

4C

0

2s

4s

t
6s

8s

1.25 In the circuit of Fig. P1.25, node V1 was selected as the
ground node.
*(a) What is the voltage at node V2 ?
(b) What is the voltage difference V32 = V3 − V2 ?

−4 C

(c) What are the voltages at nodes 1, 3, 4, and 5 if node 2 is
selected as the ground node instead of node 1?

Figure P1.22: q(t) for Problem 1.22.

1.23 The plot in Fig. P1.23 displays the cumulative amount
of charge q(t) that has exited a certain device up to time t. What
is the current at
*(a) t = 2 s
(b) t = 6 s
(c) t = 12 s

V4 = 10 V

R2

V3 = 32 V

R4

V5 = 20 V

R3
R1

+
_

V2

R5

48 V
V1 = 0

q(t)
4C

Figure P1.25: q(t) for Problem 1.25.

4e−0.2(t−8)

2C

1.26 In the circuit of Fig. P1.26, node V1 was selected as the
ground node.

0
4s

8s

Figure P1.23: q(t) for Problem 1.23.

t

*(a) What is the voltage difference across R6 ?
(b) What are the voltages at nodes 1, 3, and 4 if node 2 is
selected as the ground node instead of node 1?
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+6 V_

V3 = 6 V

V2 = 4 V

24 V 1

V
4A

5
6

10

_V

R3

4

2A

3A

+

_

+4 V_

_ 12

3

1A

R5

7

+ V
6_

+
_

20 V

+

V
8 _

V1 = 0

5A
R1

R4

+

R2

+
_

+

2

R6
10 V

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

2A
V4 = 12 V

Figure P1.28: Circuit for Problem 1.28.

Figure P1.26: q(t) for Problem 1.26.

(b) How much energy in joules is contained in the battery?
1.27 For each of the eight devices in the circuit of Fig. P1.27,
determine whether the device is a supplier or a recipient of
power and how much power it is supplying or receiving.

+6 V_
4A

1A

2

+
1 16 V
_

+8 V_

+4 V_

4

5

+
10 V 3
_

1.31 The voltage across and current through a certain device
are given by
υ(t) = 5 cos(4π t) V,

i(t) = 0.1 cos(4π t) A.

Determine:
*(a) The instantaneous power p(t) at t = 0 and t = 0.25 s.

2A
1A

(c) What is the battery’s rating in ampere-hours?

6
+ 12 V _

3A

_ 7V+

9V 7

_

+

8
Figure P1.27: Circuit for Problem 1.27.

(b) The average power pav , defined as the average value of
p(t) over a full time period of the cosine function (0 to
0.5 s).
1.32 The voltage across and current through a certain device
are given by
υ(t) = 100(1 − e−0.2t ) V,

i(t) = 30e−0.2t mA.

Determine:
(a) The instantaneous power p(t) at t = 0 and t = 3 s.
1.28 For each of the seven devices in the circuit of Fig. P1.28,
determine whether the device is a supplier or a recipient of
power and how much power it is supplying or receiving.

(b) The cumulative energy delivered to the device from t = 0
to t = ∞.

*1.29 An electric oven operates at 120 V. If its power rating is
0.6 kW, what amount of current does it draw, and how much
energy does it consume in 12 minutes of operation?

1.33 The voltage across a device and the current through it
are shown graphically in Fig. P1.33. Sketch the corresponding
power delivered to the device and calculate the energy absorbed
by it.

1.30 A 9 V flashlight battery has a rating of 1.8 kWh. If
the bulb draws a current of 100 mA when lit; determine the
following:
(a) For how long will the flashlight provide illumination?

1.34 The voltage across a device and the current through it
are shown graphically in Fig. P1.34. Sketch the corresponding
power delivered to the device and calculate the energy absorbed
by it.
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i(t)

i(t)

10 A

10 A

5A
t

0
υ(t)

1s

t

0

2s

1s

3s

4s

3s

4s

υ(t)

5V
5V
t

0
1s

2s

t

0
1s

2s

Figure P1.33: i(t) and υ(t) of the device in Problem 1.33.

−5 V
Figure P1.35: i(t) and υ(t) of the device in Problem 1.35.

i(t)
10 A
5
0
υ(t)

t
1s

2

4

2s

P4 = ?
1

5V

1s

7

6

t

0

3

2s

Figure P1.37: Circuit for Problem 1.37.

Figure P1.34: i(t) and υ(t) of the device in Problem 1.34.

1.35 The voltage across a device and the current through it
are shown graphically in Fig. P1.35. Sketch the corresponding
power delivered to the device and calculate the energy absorbed
by it.
*1.36 After t = 0, the current entering the positive terminal of
a flashlight bulb is given by
i(t) = 2(1 − e

−10t

)

(A),

and the voltage across the bulb is υ(t) = 12e−10t (V).
Determine the maximum power level delivered to the flashlight.

1.37 Apply the law of conservation of power to determine
the amount of power delivered to device 4 in the circuit of
Fig. P1.37, given that that the amounts of power delivered to
the other devices are: p1 = −100 W, p2 = 30 W, p3 = 22 W,
p5 = 67 W, p6 = −201 W, and p7 = 120 W.
*1.38

Determine Vy in the circuit of Fig. P1.38.

1.39 Determine V , the voltage of the dependent voltage
source in the circuit of Fig. P1.39.
*1.40

Determine Vz in the circuit of Fig. P1.40.

1.41

Determine Ix in the circuit of Fig. P1.41.
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5Ω

1.2 A
12 V

1.42 For the circuit in Fig. P1.42, generate circuit diagrams
that include only those elements that have current flowing
through them for

I = 0.1Vx

+ Vx _

+

+
_

10 Ω

CIRCUIT TERMINOLOGY

2Ω

V

_y

(a) t < 0
(b) 0 < t < 2 s
(c) t > 2 s

Figure P1.38: Circuit for Problem 1.38.

R1
V = 2Ix
_

10 Ω

+

V0

20 Ω

10 V

Ix

+
_

R2

R3
R4

+
_

t=2s
R5

+
_

5Ω

t=0

R6

15 V
Figure P1.42: Circuit for Problem 1.42.

30 Ω
Figure P1.39: Circuit for Problem 1.39.

Vx

+
2.5 A

2Ω
Iy = 0.1Vx

(a) t < 0

4Ω
2Ω

(b) 0 < t < 2 s

+
_

+
Vz 5 Ω
_

1.43 For the circuit in Fig. P1.43, generate circuit diagrams
that include only those elements that have current flowing
through them for

19 V

(c) t > 2 s

Figure P1.40: Circuit for Problem 1.40.

2Ω

R1

6V

V1

+
_

4Ω

+ V1 _
6A

2Ω

Ix =

V1
2

+
V2 _

SPST
t=0

R3

SPDT
t=2s

R2
1
2 R
5
t=0

R6
SPST

Figure P1.41: Circuit for Problem 1.41.

Figure P1.43: Circuit for Problem 1.43.

R4
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1.44 The switch in the circuit of Fig. P1.44 closes at t = 0.
Which elements are in series and which are in parallel at (a)
t < 0 and (b) t > 0?

R1
+
_

υs
3

1
R2
2

R3
t=0

R5

Figure P1.44: Circuit for Problem 1.44.

R4
4
R6

Potpourri Questions
1.45 What aspect of electrical engineering particularly
interests you? Check out http://spectrum.ieee.org/ to learn
more.
1.46 Will the prediction of Moore’s Law continue to hold true
indefinitely? If not, why not?
1.47 Provide a definition of what the term “nanotechnology”
means to you.
1.48 What is the typical voltage level associated with
lightning? With a bird standing on a power line (foot to foot)?

